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tion at the execution of eight revolutionists at Riga, on the heels of the
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All Nations Took Part and Each Vied With All Others in Magni
of Presents and in Magnificence of Contributions to
Make the Pageant Greatest of Its Kind in History.
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LOYALTY OF SPAIN TO ITS KING
.IS PUT BEYOND ALL POWER OF DISPUTE
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FOR DASTARDLY ASS A u w I
In iho fllirtrlct mnrt at. Tnw Judge
John R. McFio granted a change of
venue to Manuel Romero, inuicrra
the murder of Kwtovan Sanches at
at fianita Fe.
Panasco lo the fall term CallegoB
to
Vincent
ti
twenty years In lhe penitent iary for

One Cent

OffUfcJ

Paper

Bernalillo County
City of Albuquerque.

uitrm Aftan... Dli.iUk...
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Urprt
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HEALTH SEEKER TAKES HIS
OWN LIFE IN ART tolfl
lirywt WiHm krnm Clrtlti- n.nnra irni n voune health
rtON!
seeker who came to Artesia several
M oo months ago from IXmglas. Kan., com- hi wlnm
n
Karb! Mil. r MiUt
piaco oy
..
tw nil1te fuicide at noJiatwas
rar..
m niv
acid,
carbolic
,
mnannTlt1tn ATlit WajV With- Dully by Ctrrlcr, 60c per month
out friends or money. His mother at
wOl bm Scltrand to th.
Cmm
Tn
IwiM
par wwfc. r (w W Douglas was nouneu.
Mr M tk tow rata W M

n

rr

m

niH
U BMntklr.

M BMath. wfcaa

Mnrtlilig litei

Mtdi

tun h Mpllcitlon
hnt kv Mtlfrk o
J.Htwt th. pr.

BACHARACHS HAVE
RETURNED FROM EU HU"
Simon Bacharach
ami Mrs
Mr

t.

have returned to their home in
turn 1ty
Vega, after an absence of ntx months
Xk WM uv4 naiitnw ahraM to addrauad u In Oormnny. Tho trip was under-o- f
PuBijamiie
Drafts,
ConruT.
Taa VrrJf
the latter 8
,
and azpraM mht eHr
. pajtbla
to to
at to
rdr mt th. hlih, and she comes ack after ner
sojourn abroad, greatly improi.
They upent most. f tueir time at
Colorado IS Wois Baden, wkicn is ne oi u"
Vvtomarta I A3
famoiiH curative spring resort) and
wintering places in "Europe.
WW

i

mmJm
y
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MARINES ENRAGED
AT ODD FUNERAL
MARCH
Washington,

C. May 31 CapHiram I. Bearss,
against, whem tie peculiar complaint
lias been made that he insulted the
memory of the dead tiy causing the
land to play "Always in the wky."at
the funeral of C. W. J. Lawrence, a
private, is a DePauw, (Ind.) college
graduate, and was admitted to the
United States marine service as a
second lieutenant, by special act ot
congress, on account of his youth.
He Boon distinguished himself in
D.

tain of Marines,

RESIGNATION OF
TEACHERS ACCEPTED.
rv f a C lit pro. teacher of TnaLh- ematlcs; Miss Mareth Fnrro, teacher
of t.cal music; Miases Oarrick,
and Hugunln, teachers in
the normal school at Las Vegas, retbeir resignations,
cently tendered
which were accepted. These teachers are the ones who ome time ago
siu,i fharrpB ftffninsi President Vert,
made
nn.i tn annivinir for
upon
thfir applications conditional
i i
tin
the resignation or tne presiuem. no
h i.i nnt resiim.
Several of the Tacan- cles have aJready been filled.
LEGG FALLS OFF POLE;
INJURIES NOT SERIOUS
George Iegg of Iis Vegas fell
twenty-fiv- e
fe
from a pole of the
Las Vegas Light & Power company
on the plaza across the Oallinas, says
painmi
ithe Optic. He sustained
sprains to both ankles and his ion
wriwt. which are not considered seri
ous. He was working on a "trouble
call" when the cross arm broke off.
The accident was due to an old cross
arm which, pulled off the pole on
w'hich Legg was working. That the
result of his f.i'l did not terminate
more seriously excited comment from
those "who witnessed it. Legg was
married to Miss Lizzie, formerly employed in the Optic bindery, a short
time ago.
PLUMBER AT SANTA FE FELL
Wlhlle

fc
T

CAPTAIN HIRAM

I.

BEARSS.

the Boxer uprising

in China and on
fiamar, in the x'nlnp- -

the Island of
pines. it was for an exploit in lead-tathis men up a steep cliff in a bat
tle that he &t the title of captain.
hub Home is in Peru, Ind.
He obtained a military training at
the Northfleld, (Vt.) military acad
emy, and has (been considered a man
of culture and of great, popularity,
both among hid men and lis civilian
friends.
According to iprlviate letters there
was almost a mutiny at ithe funeral of
Lawrence, at Olangapo. P. I., over
ue
bands music. Lawrence had
fceen drowned in a creek while on
shore duty, although two warrant lot
fleers from the battleanlp Wisconsin,
tried to save him.
One of these
nearly lost his own hfe. One private
has written a piece of poetry reflecting the resentment of the men at the
unhappy selection of a funeral march.

...

.

FROM CHURCH ROOF
on the roof of the
church at Santa Fe,

at work

Presbyterian
about noon Tuesday, Samuel Failer,
a plumber employed at the McKenzie
hardware store, fell from tlie roof to
the ground, a distance of alout thirty
feet, andi received Bevere injuries. He
alighted on his feet, but the shock
threw him to the ground, where he
remained until assistance arrived. His
feet were terribly bruised and they
are swollen to twice their normal
size. He also suffered a nervous
ehock. Failer said the fall was due
to the slipping of a board which had
been lightly tacked to the roof. A
curious fatality seems to attach to
Failer in his work. He has leen
severely injured a number of times in
a similar manner, but has always recovered.
MRS. SARAH

MURPHY
IS AGAIN A BRIDE.

News has been received in Phoenix
of the marriage at Log Angeles last
week of Mrs. Sarah Murphy, formerly
of Phoenix. tl Arthur Pike, of San
Francisco. Mrs. Murphy is well known
in Phoenix. She was the first wife
of former Governor N. O. Murphy,
and up to the time of separation was
a resident of Arizona, and is well
known in the territory.
The groom,
wlile not known in Phoenix, is prominent in tie Golden Gate city. He is
a large hardware dealer. Mrs. Pike,
as Miss Nellie Banghart, married forSIXTEEN HUNDRED
mer Governor Murphy twenty-fiv- e
years ago in Prescott, and obtained a
VOTES WERE CAST divorce from him about two years
ago.
After the separation she took
RETURNS OF DEMOCRATIC PRI up her residence in Los Angeled, and
IN
MARIES
EDDY COUNT- Y- It has been said she was studying to
FIRST HELD THIS YEAR IN fit herself for a career nn the stage.
She met her present, husband aliout a
NEW MEXICO.
year before the marriage. Mrs. Pike'g
At the democratic primaries held father was one of the pioneer citizens
recently in Eddy county, 1.000 votes of Yavapai county. She has one siswere cast. Cartel) ad cant almost 600 ter, Mrs. E. W. WelU, of Presco't.
rates, Artesia over 400, Dayton about
100. Lawtkood 130, Hope 110, Monu WILL ORGANIZE NATIONAL
BANK AT TAOS.
ment 90, Queen 65, Malaga 40, Gray
News from Taos is 1" the effect
Bend 3m, Hudson 15 and Reynold 10.
ttie organization of a national
The following was the vote for the that
bank, to be located in the county ceat
candidates:
For Police Judge Ananias Oreen, of Taos county. Is in progress, and
tlm it will soon be an accomplished
1.647.
For Probate Clerk W. L. IVjIk) fact.
Anumg the promoters of tile plan
C89; W. R. Owen, 891.
For Sheriff J. I). Christopher. 888 ; are C. N. Biackwell, president of the
First National bank of Raton, and 8.
M. C. Uxewart, 70fi.
For Assessor Hubert K. U ran, Floersheim & Co., Springer merchants. There will also be several
350; J. L. Emerson, 500; Jibn O.
Taos siibbcriiK-rs- ,
among th-the
M9.
firms of liond. Gusdorf &
For Treasurer W. J. Bar
r.f9 ; mercantile
McCarty.
and
M.
William
Adair;
Dr.
W. 11. Merchant, 1,027.
P. Martin will likely take stock and
For Superintendent of Schools M. T.
so will Alexander Gusdorf. The panP. Kerr, 1,543.
are now being prepared an will
For Commissioner of District No. 1 els
A. C. Heard, 774; Samuel R. Smith, be sent to Washington very shortly.
The laiik will Mfcrt under very
87.
auspices as a financial instiFor CunimiKsioner lMslriet No. 2
George Wilcox, tiX4; 01 rge p. Cleve- tutions of the kind in northern
Mexico has been greatly needed for
land. 31.
For Surveyor U. A. 'yuieyer, 4!f.; years and as i:. will d i a profitable
bi!ines from the start.
Joseph Cunningham, l.two.
Ik.-r- ,

N--

MAY INCREASE

THE ARIZONA

FORCE

CAT

I

LE

GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.
(i. L. Cofiee.. secretary of the AriThe American LumUr company is zona Cattle Growers' association. sa g
contemplating the advlsabilny of pu- 'hat the territorial association now
tting on a full nigut force at the mills, has a membership of 4bo, and is grow.
:
and In preparation lor this move, i:ig rapidly, fays toe Tombstone
r.
which it id thought will im practicable, have sent east for skilled mill
Th association was formed a little
vm, the Increase in skill! men, ovt I two years aj;o, and is liiakir.g a
who canm le obtained here, being very satisfactory growth. The assoby the increase in the ciation has nothing In common with
wade
general force. w
the BHiiitary association, and is rorn-IsIt ias'been announced that in a
entirely of breeders and growbort time the mills wtxmW be work- ers of cattle. The bject of the asing both a full day and night crew, sociation is to further the cattle In
Wtk-would double the preatnt force dustry along all possitnc lines.
f men, as well as doubling the out-4u- t
"Thre are several imjiortaiit matof the mills, and also increase the ters confronting the cattle growers of
frcu at work In the woodd at Ketner the southwest," says Mr. Coffte, "the
n in the Zunl mountains.
inosi important of which are freight
rait.es and the leasing of public lands,
"Mychljd was burned terribly about ft may not be known generally, iven
lw face, neck and chuxt. I upplied Dr. by cattlemen,
that fr. ight rates have
Thomas' Heotj-i- OjI. Tho pain ceas- gradually increased for the as ten
ed and the child sank into a rextful years, and unless the Strcknien gel
, together
dee." Mrs. Nancy M. Haiinoni,
and fight for their right,
N. Y.
they will continue Jo increase. There
Pros-wcti-

iicar

'

c

lluin-fcurg-

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

d

through them.

Prvron

rape.

ClmlillM.
City eat
Tk LirrMl Ntw
CmMn.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

und you tan rely upon It, as we have not failed before, that your
money It not thrown away. We have alao rented hundrtdt of houeet
aold nearly everything w hay adver-tlaeby our want ade, as well

ir

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can srcore tt for yog by a small
wantad.lnThS Evening Citizen. It only costs

'

GETS TWENTY YEARS

THURSDAY, MAY 31, 1906.

,

who have t h !r
filled at our store
need have no fear of substitution, of which so much Is now
K'ing written.
For .prescription wotW we use
only the finest drugs Bnd chemicals manufactured,
and use
exactly wfoa tlie physician directs.
are
So many precautions
takeu by t:s that a mistake Is
practically Impossible.

Union r Postal TeleVT tnjrrpnWestern
TFT
J J.A.fci'fl tilfc
oraCe for an A. D. T. messenger
boy, and aend your ad with the caa to The Citizen office, or telephone

or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

dl-e- ct,

WANTED.
WAN TBI)

Vondome
WAN

1 1C1

A

first-clas-

hotl
A

Capital and surplus, sioo.coo

-

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

cook
at once.
s

lrmr,

s

first-clas-

at the
at

Money

N. M.

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

Loan
Pianos, Organs, Horses

DEPOSITS

Co

Socorro, On Furniture,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED Woman to do general CEIPTS,
at f 10.00 and as high
housework. Cadi at rtore of F. V. ag $200.00.as low
Loans are quickly ta&i
Trotler.
7
Time:
and strictly private.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-banmonth to one year given. Goods reclothing. No. 615 South First street, main In your possession. Our rate
eouth of viaduct. Send address and are reasonable. Call and see nt be
win can. K. j. Sweeney, proprietor. fore borrowing.
wiL-ALVARADO PHARMACY
WANT Ml k Posit lkn mm
.nnwr
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
or assistant "bookkeeper. Under Steamship tickets to and from all
B H. BRIGCS it CO.. Prop'rt.
parts of the world.
stand stnrgrophy and can famish
typewriter. Address, A. B.. this ofBooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
Beth Phones
First and CoM Avt.
fice.
Sit West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED Good men,
ny number
Open Evenings.
for roch work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranSEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Two Lots,
teed for three years. Inquire AbraCorner cf
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
Silver and Edith.
Full Set of Teeth
g
avenue, under Elite rooming house
$6.00 V" II
Gold Crowns
MALE HELP WANTED.
Gold Filling
91.50 Up
$1,000
1
CORNER
WANTED Brunuh manager;
Painless Extracting
50c
I'M INSiOE
800
cash, weekly. Ldve at home. Experience unnecessary. No canvass
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
Best Location
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
ANTEED.
in the City.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfield,
Minn.
PORTERF1ELD COMPANY.
WANTED Good men, any number
(Incorporated.)
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran110 West Gold Avenue.
1
teed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
work and conveyancing.
B. F. COPP.
avenue, under Elite rooming house Notarial
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
FOUND.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
Is no reason to doubt that a bill will FOUND A hunch of Yfllo keysT'Will
soon pass congress providing for the
be
to
Citiowner
at
returned
The
leasing of all public domain, and it
LAWYERS.
zen olUce uin payment for this nowould 'be wise for those who are so
tice.
8. Rodey.
Bernard
deeply interested in the matter to
AW. Albuquerue
FOR RENT.
ATTORN
adopt a concerted plan of action to
protect their business. This can only FOR RENT Three-roohouse In N. M. Prompt attention given to all
be done through an organized effort
the Highlands, $12 per month. Ad business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the terrion the, part of those most deeply Indress, Highlands, Citizen office.
tory and befote the United State
terested."
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms and land office.
rooms for light housekeeping. 413
COURT DECIDES TERRITORY
Ira M. Bona.
South Third Btreet.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 P street
HAS RIGHT TO TAX WELLS. FOR RENT
rooms'Tor N.
Pleasant
front
Washington,
D. C. Pensions,
W.,
The 400 owners of artesian wells of
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
Eddy and Chaves counties wlio were
West Railroad avenue.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Jointly fighting the artesian well act
REN
A cool, pleasant front
FOR
i'
of February 22, 1905, attacking the
R. W. t). Bryan.
room
on
ground
peo
floor.
No sick
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
Albuqner
constitutionality of the law, lost their
ple
apply.
301
need
North Second que, N. M. Office, First National
case by a decision handed down by
street,
opposite
William H. Pope, justice of the suBank building.
preme court, and Judge of the fifth FOR RENT Nice rurnlsneu rooms.
E. W. Dobson.
with electric lights and bath, for
.
judicial district court, territory of
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
light housekeeping
and sleeping well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
New Mexico.
purposes.
Inquire
corner
of
at
arvalidity
The
of the law taxing
DENTISTS.
Railroad avenuo and Fourth street.
tesian wells to defray the expenses of
Over hardware store.
inspection and supervision was upheld
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
on the ground that such was a valid FOR RENT Cottage flats of two to
Dental Surgeon.
four rooms, nicely furnished for
exercise of the police power of the
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
housekeeping,
$10
Very
$12.
and
territory.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
cheap for the summer, or will board Both
Some well owners claim that the
'phones. Appointments made by
by
very
the week or month
reason- mall.
special tax of o per year on eac!h
Mrs.
able.
524
E. K. Norris,
John
artesian well is "legalized robbery"
Edmund J. Alger. D. D. 8.
street, east end of viaduct.
and the case will be fought to the
avenue.
Office
No. 808 Railroad
supreme court of tie United States.
FOR SALE,
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
hours,
Eminent lawyers have been retained FOR SALE Jersey cow, 723 North p. m. to8:30
5 p. m. Teiepncme 4z. ap
by the Artesian Well Owners' assoSecond
street.
polntments
made by mall.
ciation. Tho territory was represent- FOR- - SALE-Cbie- i
National range;
PHYSICIANS.
ed by James M. Hervey.
used seven months. Gft8 East Iron
avenue.
R. L. HUST,'
DR.
This Beats Kamagl's System.
I have a corn plow that you can FOR SALE
Fresh Jersey cows, at
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
raise the gangs at the end without
Kelly's, five and one-hal- f
miles
Tuberculosis treated with
tutching tie leavers or sloping, and
south of city.
Electrical Current and Gercan start in the same manner.
It FOH SXLE A handsome uardman
micide. Treatments given each day
has crank and 'bard balance frame,
piano, In fine condition and almost from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
stagered spokes and hard oiler. It is
tew, at a bargain. For particu- In attendance. Both 'phones
made of malabie iron and steel. It
lars, call at this office.
OK. W. G. SHADRACH,
Is a class by itseit and it would pay
douuie-ba- r
SALE A flrst-ciasyu to see it $27.00. Haviland (O.) FOR
reled,
shotgun; bran new Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
New Era.
never has been used; one of th
and Throat.
best makes. Call at The Citizen ot Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
Sciatica Cured After Twenty Years
flee
for particulars.
lines. Office, 313V& West Railroad
of Torture.
For more than twenty years Mr. J. FOR SALE A seven-roobouse, avenue.
to 5
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and
newly painted, all modern conB. Maseey, of 3322 Clinton St.. Minveniences, with six lots, trees and p. m-neapolis, Minn., was tortured by
shrubbery. A snap to any one looksciatica. The pain and suffering
UNDERTAKER.
ing for a home. C. M. Wilkinson,
which he endured during this time is
Auto,
'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
Wool Scouring mills.
Nothing
beyond
comprehension.
A. BORDERS,
gave him any permanent relief until FOR SALE My general merchandise
Commercial Club Building. Black
he used Chamberlain's
Palm Balm.
business located four miles from
and white hearse, $5.
One application of that liniment reHelen. A rare chance for some one
lieved the pain and made sleep and
g
ARCHITECTS.
to step Into a nice money-aiakinrest possible, and less than one bottle
business. Will bear full investigaSpencer
W.
and V. O. Walling
F.
If
has effected a permanent cure.
tion. Good reason for selling. Call on
Barnett building
troubled with sciatica or rheumatism
or address, Chus. Mann, Publitos, N. ford, rooms 46 47,
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
why not try a
bottle of Pain
Mex.
Balm
and see for yourself how FOR SALEGenerai
LAND MATTERS.
merchandise
quickly it relieves the pain. For sale
store, with saloon in connection.
H. W. 8. Otero,
by all druggists.
Cr tn
paying business. Established
Commissioner,
States
United
for
years.
Store,
sixteen
25x50
feet. 703 West Silver Court
The Horrid Thing.
avenue. Will attend
Warehouse,
15x60
will
feet.
Stock
"What a lovely Ijonnet Mrs. Olding-toinvoice about $2,500. This Btock is to matters before the land office
has. And so becoming'"
CIVIL ENGINEER.
all
new
and clean. Retison for sell-:n'Ys, becoming so."
going out of business. Address,
J. R. Farwell,
Mrs. .1. Weiner. Sandoval. N. M.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
209 West Railroad avenue, Is pre FOR SALE
A large ninrrcauUle busiNOTARY PUBLIC.
pared to give thorough scalp treat
ness, enjoying
a most excellent
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
trade, and controlling business for
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
a large scope of country; or will Office Trios.W.K.B.D. Mfddleon,
Childers, 117
with
gives massage treatment and man I cur
sell half. Can engage in the sheep
Gold avenue.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
ami cattle business; also gristmill.
of complexion cream builds up the
Good bargain for some energetic
VETERNINARIAN.
skin and improves the complexion,
nmu with from $G,000 to $8,000 to
Dr.
F. L. Schneider.
invest.
and is guaranteed not to be lnjurl
Call at The Citizen office
Office, 424 North Second- street.
ous. She also prepares a hair tonic
f
particulars.
that cures and prevents dandruff and FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch; Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
hair falling out; restores life to dead about THO acres fenced; 30 tead of Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
hair; removes moles, warts and suCONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
cattle, .1 horses; wagons, tools and
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
farming implements.
Two
A. L. Morgan.
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
houses, lrfirn, and large corral. Only
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
cure. AH of these preparations are
two TMicg from railroad. Adjoining
BUILDER. Estimates are
purely vegetable compounds. Have
government reservation.
Plenty of TOR AND furnished;
Job work solicjust added a vibrator machine for
.
wa'-rPrice. $4,500. Easy terms. cheerfully
treatment of scalp, face end cure of
N. lVarh, & Co., real estate dealers, ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, Albuquerwrinkles. It is also used for rheuma212 tWst Gold avenue.
que, N. M.
tism, pains and massage.
FOR SALE Two sets 01 soelvlng,
nim ty feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
BEAUTY CULTURE.
A letter written by John I. Rockecounter,
counters; one thirty-foo- t
feller in 1K73, has been unearthed, in
fall at F. F. Trotter's.
whic h gentleman is
Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
with a "j."
John's system never would have been
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
May 26, 1!06.
ft liayard, N.
Late of New York City.
successful, but for the jays.
Scaled pnosals in triplicate for furAs I!:!l Urjan
The latest scientific appliance and
might say: "An- nishing material
and constructing
I Kiiii-other mistake of '73.
I'.mlding here will be received up to date methods for treating the
face, hair and scalp, complexion
i a. in., Juno 14. l!Hiti, and then
open"!.
furnished on steaming and bleaching, manicuring
information
MH'". a; ,i,n. it. S. reserves the right and shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Masto aee. pi en- reject any or all pro-- l
and CURE the LUNC8
Hair DryEn- - sage; Electric
er any part thereof
",
s containing
ehoultl er; Radio Bell, one of the lat-s- t sciens"sa!
WITH
.
'
"ITopo8a!!i
teiorsed,
for Dairy tific discoveries in the treatment of
''tlbitrir." and addressed to Capt. S. the skin by colored light rays and
beat.
'
:! Qnir.. o
SUITE 3.1 and 3fi, HARNETT RI,DO.
I'oiM usU harsh physics. Tlx ri.ic-jtio- n
Auto 'phone 726.
to
Price
weakens the bowels, lead
nl d L III r I I v
vnucnufiTiniu
AND MASSAGE,
SHAMPOOING
r
jchro-iGet
iKi.'iu's
constitpation.
0c $I.C0
FOR I 0UGHS and
Keg,,,.!,
Free Trial.
They operate easily, tone
WOLDS
Shampooing and facial massage;
s'on.iicn, euro constipation.
will five treatment at home or ut ofUoreat and iluicJat Cure lor fili
.
o
fice. Room lit, Wile hotel. Mrs. M.
A KJ fl
TiVCC . n r-- KirAJ HOC
THROAT
ni LUNG TEOUB-J-E- 8,
l
nroAinf r.cl lUmtcuT nui r Preen,
or WONi: BACK.
'JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
CiUzeu Want uds brtug rvtulU.
rMMUSKUUaHDaWUBMM

jarlor,

Garrett's shaving

INTEREST

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

L

0040K404K4K4
.
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Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier;
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Biackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA
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Officer
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDa
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKH
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Authorhsed Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
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Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa
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Railway Company
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YOUR ACCOUNT

IS WELCOME

AT THE

iState National BamK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the interests or our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.
DIRECTORS.
U. N. MARRON.

WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN.
I. A. DYE.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.
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PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER l
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Flour, Grain and. Provisions
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Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILl DAD AVENUE

o

ALBUQUERUE. N. X.
SAVE

TROUBLE

AND

4

EXPENSE,

l;s

As well as sickness and possibly
of life, by having defective plumbing

taken out and tip to date sanitary
plumbing put into your home. We'll
fit you up a model bath room, with
gas heating attachment for hot water,
at a reasonable cost.
We carry the finest line of gard n
hose in the city.

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Auto phone, 671.

eT.

C.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

BAX.DRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

more,
longest, most
measure.
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PAIN- T- BUILDING PAPER
Always In
wwi, wears
Cement,
stock.
Plaster,
Lime,
economise, full
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FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

Paint, Class, Sash Doors, Etc.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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COMMENCEMENT
WEEK CLOSES
1

College at Mesilla
Graduating Class

At A. & M.

Park

and Program.
DR. BABCOCK

DELIVERS

Special Correspondence.
Mesilla Park, May 3t.
"week

Less Dust

The

at the Agricultural

Bab-ooc-

You can take immediate possession. The rent money you
can save will pay all of the installments. If you intend to invest, do it NOW; it will mean much for you. Values are
sure to advance as soon as construction work begins on the
NEW ELECTRIC CAR LINE TO THE UNIVERSITY.

k

PROGRAM.

March "Ingenious" . . . Moses-TobaRev. G. W. Dunlap
Invocation
A. E. Titl
Serenade
So'.o Waltz Song
Stern
Miss Maud Morrison.
Address "New Demands Upon Men"
Dr. Kendrlc Charles Babeock, President of ithe University of Arizona.
Verdi
Quartet from Rlgolotto
Presentation of Diplomas
Solo (a) A Dream
Bart lot t
(b) Ho! For the Sea! ... Morris
Prof. R. R. Larkin.
Announcements ....President Foster
Chattaway
Medley Waltz
Mackie
March "Flying Arrow"
Music by The Las Cruces Orchestra.
On Tuesday evening the alumni
banquet was held. This event has
now for a long time become a feature
tn commencement week. The speakers
were Hon. Hiram Hadley, Mrs. Orpha
B. Hobllt, '04; C. D. Case '04; E. A.
Graham, '06, end Dr. J. R. Macarthur.
Mr. Oscar C. Snow was toastmaster.
Hon. G. A. Richardson made an impromptu 6peech, as did Hon. H. B.
Holt and President Foster.
ni

Lots, $25 to $150.

50-fo- ot

FOR THE VARIOUS
FICERS STRONG
TICKET.

COUNTY

A Mountain of Gold
could not bring as much happiness to
Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, Wi3.,
as did one 25c box of Bucklen's Arnica Salve, when it completely cured
a running sore on her leg, which had
tortured ber 23 long years. Greatest
antiseirtic healer of Piles, Wounds,
nd Sore. 25c at all druggists.

Interest

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T

H. B. FERGUSSON,

OFFICE:

I

1

President

M. W. FLOURNOY,

Vice-Pre- s.

and Treas.

9 Sooth Second Street

Cardinal Sancha, Archbishop of Toledo, and the
Cathedral of St Geronimo, Madrid, Where the
Royal Wedding Took Place.

OF-ME-

The nominations were by acclamation and are hiring well received and
favorably commended upon by the
people generally.
K O. Fullen was named by the convention as chairman of ihe county
central committee to mauage the campaign; C. M. Uichards was Bf'.octed as
secretary and a good, strong central
committee numbering members from
all the precincts was named.
The convention adopted a strong
platform containing planks denouncing the action of the democratic party
of Eddy county in excluding from its
primaries all native citizens of the
urrit. ry; placing the party on record
as opiMised to licenced gambling.

No

Free Automobile Ride to and from the Property.

HEAD

The largest, most enthusiastic and
most representative republican con
vention ever held In Eddy county was
that held in the court house at Carls
bad last Saturday nignt. Thai at
tendance numbered close to two hun
dred, and practically every precinct
and postofflce in the county was rep
resented by delegates. There was a
kjplrit and vim about the proceedings
that has never characterized any pre
vious gathering of like nature and the
conviction Is strong that the party
will give a good account of itself in
the oominir election.
The convention was called to order
by County Chairman W. A. Fiulay,
who stated the object of the meeting
and asked for nominations for a chair
man to ii res i do. S. I. Roberts was
the choice of the convention, and Edward C. Getisert of Artesia was elect
ed secretary.
ticket was
A straight republican
ominated, every nominee being in
competent
every way
to satisfactorily
discharge the duties of the office to
which he aspired, and being representative, substantial citizens of the
county. There was some little talk
of nominating a mixed ticket; a
"Citizens' Ticket," but when
the matter came to an issue, the
majority would have none of it. They
wanted a good, strong organization;
are contending for a principle and are
not disposed to sacriflco everything in
a petty scramble for office.
Strong Ticket In Field.
The personnel of the tiicket is as
Klasner,
follows:
Sheriff Joseph
Carlsbad. Treasurer and Colle"tor
Edward P. Phillips, Artesia. Assessor
John T. Bolton, Carlsbad. Probate
Clerk Blaine Kichey, Artesia. School
superintendent
W. A. Craig, Carlsbad. Commissioner second district
J. V. Turknett, Artesia. Commissioner first district W. P. Mudgutt, Carlsbad. Probate judge Edward Cad well,
Malaga. Surveyor E .C. Cook, l.ake-woo- l.

$ 5 down, $5 a month.

Only

CALL AT THE OFFICE.

eddy county republicans
nominate candidates

'

Smoke

ADDRESS

college practically closed today with
the graduating exercises for the class
of 19(i6. McFle hall, la which the
graduation took place, was crowded to
iUi utmost capacity with people, among
vhom there were many of tne alumni
to pay a final adieu to the eleven
bright, hopeful and dotermlned faces
of the young men and women w ho had
now reached the crossing In their lives
each to take his or her road to the
dis'ant eternal city of success.
Dr. Kendrlc C. Babeock, president of
the University of Arizona delivered
the commencement address. Dr.
delivered a masterly address upon "New Demands llpon Men," In
which he dwelt upon the practical demands whic'i are being made upon
men today. Ho showed with great
clearness that the world presented the
same appearance as it did in Caesar's
Citue, the opportunities instead of decreasing from the great advance in
social, political and practical achievements, but were increasing in amount
year by year and the demand for capable men far exceed, the supply.
Hon. Hiram Hadley, superintendent
the
of public instruction, , awarded
diplomas to the graduates. The graduates were: Misses Ruth Coleman,
Bertha Julia Peet, Merle Anna Blinn,
and Messrs. Guy C. Given, John F.
Blinn, Jose Antonio Bruno. Charles
DewLtt Miller, Barl A. Graham. Archibald A. Brown, John William Bouts
and Ulysos G. Brown.
The class of 1906 is the largest class
ever graduated from the Agricultural
college but on account of the tremendous growth of the institution it will
not be long before this will not be so.
Among the graduates one took a B. S.
in agriculture, four in the mechanical
department, one in domestic science
and five in the general course.
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D. K. B. SELLERS,

Secretary

In the First National Bank Building

PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.

A merchant

opened a

ban-

at

Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City new account
the
kBuilding Bonds" and addressed to the
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,H a private account. He already had
wilr bo received at the office of the
an account for bis store business,
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., until 12 o'clock, noon, June 4. 1906, for
but he wanted a separate account
an issue of thirty thousand ($30,000)
so he could toll every detail of his
dollars of city building bonds of the
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certipersonal transaction, and at the
fied check for one thousand (11,000)
same time keep them separate
dollars must accompany
each bid,
By keeping a separate account,
said sum to be forfeited to the city,
as liquidated damages, by the bidder
the merchant has a complete recin case of failure of performance by
him If his bid is accepted.
ord of every cent he receives and
Said city building bonds are to be
upends outside of his regular busiissued in the denomination of one
ness.
thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
to bear interest at a rate not to exHe keepa all checks on file and
ceed our (4) per cent per annum,
can refer to them at any time. In
and are to be sold at not less than
tholr par value. Both principal and
addition to this, he has a receipt
Interest are to be paW in New York
for every 1JI1 paid. Each chock is
city and tho interest is to be payable
on the first days of Janindisputable receipt.
an
uary and July of each year.
Said bonds are to be payable at the
option of the city, twenty (20) years THE BANK OF COMMERCE
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
years after date. The right is re- ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
served to reject any and all bids.
For further Information, address
Harry F. Lee. City Clerk, Albuquer-

The Champion Sole

Sewing Machine

This

Wonderful

Machine Sews a

Pair Half -- Soles

semi-annuall- y
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que, N. M.
By order of the city council.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clark.
May 2, 1S06.

in Two Minutes,
i ;

Bratina

General Merchandise and Real Estate
For Sale.

FOR SALE General
merchandise
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and real estate, cheap for cash.
FOR SALE Ranches, one-hamile
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
south of the city of Albuquerque;
Department of the Interior, Land Ofsuitable for aristocratic country
fice at Santa Ko, N. M., May 12,
homes and for truck or general
1906.
farming; plenty of well water to be
Notice is hereby Riven that the folhad at from ten to forty feet.
lowing named wettler haa filed no- FIFTEEN-ACRranch, about three
tice of his Intention to make final miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
proof in support of his claim, and
two ditches; best Irrigating condithat said proof will be mode before
tions; raise anything; beat soil In
tiie probate
clerk at Albuquerque,
the valley.
0,
1906, rlz.:
New Mexico, on July
THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees for
John M. Ounn, of Iiguna, Valencia
transplanting.
county, N. M., for the north half of LOTS in different parts of the city.
the northeast quarter of section 26,
ill sell cheap on monthly payment
township 7 north, range 6 west.
plan.
He names the following witnesses
Special Record Breaking Offer.
to prove his continuous residence TWO IXTS, one big store witn full
upon and cultivation of said lend,
stock of general merchandise; two
viz.:
extra rooms in store; large bach
Kenneth C. C. Gunn. E. B. JHllett.
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
George 11. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
Infuse adjoining the store.
all of Iguna. New Mexico.
Will sell "dirt cheap"
for cash.
MANUEL H. OTERO.
Prices and other Information delleglster.
sired made known on appl'catkm in
o
person or writing to owner.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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cross, wlt" a rose windaw throwing
soft light across tho altar. There are
few artistic treasures within,
and
the scant light from the musty stained glass windows makes the interior
rather dark.
Moreover, it U essentially a chapel,
rather than a magnificent cathedral,
and it lacks that splendid perspective
fitting a state ceremony. However,
its dark walls are now hung with magnificent tapestries, while thousands
of plants and flowers and burning
candles give a setting worthy of this
solemn act.
San Geronimo is the only church in
Spain where mass can bo celebrated
This result from an
after mid-daindulgence granted for a fortuna be
queathed to the church a century
ago by a rich dowager In favor of the
soul of her maid servant. The dowa
ger's precious Jewels disappeared one
day, and the servant being accused,
she was tortured and executed with
all the horrors of Inquisitorial days.
Iter, the Jewels were dfscovered in
an adjoining paak. In a nest of mag
pies. The grief of the dowager was
lioundless, and she gave her whole
fortune for requiems, the Indulgence
for afternoon masses fallowing some
years later.
Fortunate

Mlssounana.

"When I was a druggist,
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer.
Graysville, Mo., "three of

at Livonia,
now
my

of

cus-

(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
Department of the Interior, Land
flee at Santa Fe, N. !., April

A.
of-2-

1906.

Albuquerque,

Can't look w ell, eat well or feel well
with Impure blood feeding your body.
Keep the blood pure with Uurdock
o
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND II lood Hitters. Eat simply, take
L
BECOME DELINQUENT ON else, kep clean nnd you will have
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
long life.
bottles free.

5'c and

$1.

St.

New

-

75c

Trial

exer-WIL-

218 S. Second Street

Opposite Postoffice

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

Automatic Phone, 292.

DIAW1QPJ D

Mexico

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of his intention t make final
SCREEN TIME
proof in supports of bis claim, and
here. Door and Wlndpw
la
that said proof will be made before
screens made to order.
the probate clerk of Bernalillo county
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June
ALBUQUERQUE
PLANIN6 MILL
C, l'JOO, viz.: Jesus Garcia y Lopez, of
Carpenter.
IJernalillo county. New mocxxxxxxxxyocxjoccccccxxxxM
Mexico, for the west half of the southA.
west quarter of section 12, township
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE.
10 north, range 5 east.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
uion and cultivation oof salj land,

tomers were permanently cured of
consumption by Dr. King's New Discovery, and are well and strong to.lay.
One was trying to sell bis proierty
and move to Arizona, but after using viz
I.eandro Jaramlllo, Pedro Garcia,
New Discovery a short time ho found
it unnecessary to do bo. I regard Dr. Francisco Olguin ami llarlo Gutierrez,
King's New Discovery as the most all of Carpetner, New Mexico.
MANUEL K. OTEItO,
wonderful medicine in existence."
Register.
Surest Cough and Cold cure and
by all druggists.

Bratina

923 So. Second

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Summer School
3.

SLEYSTER

Business College.
OPENS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branchea
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Ceo, S. Ramsey
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Manager
Proprietress
410 Wett Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque

We

Charge Only

lf

The Church of San Geronimo El
Heal, whore the nuptial mass Is celebrated and t lit? marriage benediction
pronounced. Is a quaint old structure
which has passed through some
strange vicissitudes. This is nr.t the
first royal marriage celebrated there,
for the wedding of Isabella II. took
place 1n great pomp within its walls.
Hut more recently the church was
aluandoned to a carpenter's shop and
planing mill, nnd the wnlr of 6aws
took me place or tne solemn measures of the mass.
The origin of the church was one
of tne strangest whlms of the old
King of Castile, Henry IV. He had
set up a magnificent tournament on
the Pedro road, to celebrate the arrival of a new Brl.,sh ambassador.
The tournament was notable for the
courage displayed by the king's favorite, Ii'ltran do la Cueva. who
not only unhorsed four knights, but
single-handealso,
and t n horseback, with a small Javlin. conquered
and killed an Infuriated bull, which
had torn to pieces the greatest tor
eadors of Spain. The king to commemorate this event, founded a monastery, which the Geronimo friars Inaugurated. Later, Isabel. a, tho Catholic, thitted t lie site oi the monastery
to Its present place. Here It became
the. itoyal chapel, and during the gay
era of Phillip IV. all the royal alliances anil ceremonies ti ok place
there. At another time the Cortes
met t;iere.
After the expulsion of the friars,
the edifice became an artillery magazine and later a canenter establisn-nient- .
Thus It remained a workshop
until in ISHo the government resolved
to restore the building to its original
object us a royal chapel. The saw
mills were then removed, and extensive renovating and repairing gave it
back tome of Its ancient glory.
The style of the church is gMhic,
with two small towers, and a large
gothic portico with rich etone carvings. The interior has the form of a

which

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

BORRADAILE

& GO,,

"I

Gold Avenue
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CITIZEN

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. g. STRICKLCR

The fetes for

on an unusual scale of lavishnese. They are divided In
In the Santa Fe Doglo A. J. Ixiomls quoSes tic little threw parts, the Brut including the family teles cele
tory Riven by The Citizen, the other day, how Ernest brated at tho royal palace by the members of the royal
Meyers and B. S. Rodey many years ago nlcnaniel each family; second, the fetes rffered to the visiting princes. AND
popular
t&er, Rodey calling Meyeira major, and Meyers calling envoys and high functionaries; and, third,

Bodey Judge. Coniraontlng on Uie Btory, boomls says:
"We hate to poil a ffntty story, but about twonly-oa- e
years ago, when J. O. AJbright, at that time edt lor of
the Albuquerque Democrat, was a candidate for governor
f the territory he was so certain that President Cleveland would appoint him that he went so tar aa to name
he members of lite staff.' At thi time Ernest Meyers
Tra duly appolnbod a major- on Governor Albright's staff,
bat President Cleveland appointed Edmund O. Ro68 fto
the position of governor and Major Meyers was left with
nothing but the title of major. There were other military
appointments made by Governor AlUrigbt but, we believe,
the rot have long since been forgotten."
Mr. LoowiIb makes jwo mistakes. Governor Albright
did not create Meyers a major. He found him already
!88essed of the Tank and title and merely assigned him
to active duty on his staff. This point The Citizen failed
o bring out, and thanks the Eagle for complettlng tie
story Instead of epoillng It.
The other mistake of which Mr. Loomi Is guilty, Is
his Intimation that of tie "other military appointments
made by Governor Albright, we believe the Test have long
since been forgotten." Not so. Mr. Loornls, not no. Your
Modesty makes you altogether too self oblivious. You
have hardly forgotten, and certainly some of your friends
kave not, that your own was one of "the few. the Immortal names" selected "by the governor to compose his
mtHtary houBeiold. It was in the White Elephant that
Major' lxmds received Information of his appointment,
and to show his appreciation of the honor, he at once
preceded to wet down hi new Ititle by "eetin' 'em up" to
ail tie boys In the room. Major Ijoomis must remember
that we old timers sometimes have good memories, and
that too often havo we wung, or tried to ing, In the early
ben r 8 of tie morning, "Shall old arquainnnce be forgot?"
to Kit one of Governor Albright's mod illustrious
,
,
ments pass from our (memory.
-

--

Arl In Homes

The Browning settlement of London has adopted a
scheme for putting works of real art into the homes of
people unable to buy them. Reproductions of Watts,
s,
Millalw, Rossetti and other great, artists
,tiave been collected, put into simple frames and are being loaned to members of the Workingmen's Picture Gallery at the rate of a penny a month for each two pictures
fjorrowed. At tho ed of the month the.-- e can be exBurne-Jone-

I

-

'

changed.
Art, one of the best gift a of heaven to nmn
never was intended iiu be exclusively a luxury of tie rich
Like literature, it is the common heritage of all. It Ih a
universal language which all can understand, and the
message it convoys goes to the heart as well as the mind.
The part which art has played in the education and ad
vancement of mankind toward a common understanding
of itself cannot be measured. It enlarges the view of life
and enables us to understand aspirations, struggles and
passions that are tremendous forces In the world and in
our own Individual lives. Ones 'real nature may be
known better from tie kind of art he loves than from the
books he likes, because art love is less of the mind and
more of the soul. '
So powerful is tie influence of good picture in Kheir
constant Torce of suggestion that criminologists are learn
ing to hang them in prison cells as a most valuable ele
in disciplino. and reform. Anything which gives
Bnt
genuine and wholesome happiness among the classes
wioe pleasures are few and makes tie bare homes more
cheerful and attractive is a mighty influence for, good. .
.
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king's wedding have been prepared

tie

;;

Government (Service

fetes organized for tie people. These begin on the wedding day, lasting n week or more. Tie royal fetes include, banquets, dinners andi a grand ball to which only
of royal houses having family allithe representative
ances witi Spain are bidden. Tie official fetes to foreign
envoys and high functionaries Include reception and ban
quet at the royal palace;' military review, gala performance at the Royal theater, reception and ball at the Hotel
de llle,, and many other enitertalnmnts for the distinguished gueste.
By far tie most interesftiDg fetes are those in which
the people participate. Including nlgit illuminations of
the Prado and other public quarters, a Venetian feast fit
the West paro,. three bull fight, a luminous cortege, a bat
tle of flowers, anJ a procession of ell the Spanish provinces, in typical gioup and figures, in order tiat the new
queen may see the Spanish people from every quarter of
the country.
The program of tie luminous cortege gives an idea
of the extend and splendor of the popular fetes. Its main
features are: Two great decorative floats with the portraits of the king and queen; two artistic pyramids witi
figures representing the Spanish provinces supporting the
arms of Spain and Balttenberg; a beautiful gallery of
style;
orange flowers, transparent and luminous, llln-rta float containing twenty monster flambeaus, with tie
monograms of Alphonso and Ena, surmounted by royal
crowns; three pyramids of flowers and colored light,
180 persons; flambeau surrounding the portrait of the
queen mother; a pyramid formed, by Iten galleries, 100
persons; flambeaus with tie portrait of King Edward
witi Britisi banners and arms; twenty floats giving
Spanish bistory in allegorical designs. 100 persons; fifty
floats with the arm of the principal Spanish towns; sixSpanish and British banners; seven
teen floats beat-in- s
enormous luminous letters spelling Alfonso; eight enormous luminous letters spelling Victoria; two great royal
crowns of twenty feet diameter; eight great decorative
floats, each transported by 100 persons; a great float
formed by tie arms of Spain and Battenberg surrounded
by laurel.
Thousands of people form tie personnel of tiese
floats. Besides those mentioned tiere are many representing iuge pansies, roses and lfllies. The luminous inscriptions breathe welcome to tie new queen and long
life to tie royal couple, Vive la reina Victoria Eugenia
Glory to tie British navy, Madrid and London, Long live
our king and queen. Glory to Shakespeare and Byron and
many other popular greetings for tie English princes
who becomes a Spanish queer..
The Moorish Camp.
One of the most unique, spots, prepared
the wedding fetes Is the historic field on which the Moors camped, now transformed into' gardens rivalling tie famed
gardens of Versailles. Recently 50,000 'trees were planted
of various varieties, 1,000 palm' tfrees and 15,000 rose
bushes of every ki.own species,
,
The camp was first laid out' as, a garden by Phillip
II, and was for a time the resort of "many celebrities such
as Lope de Vega and Calderon. Although allowed to go
to rack and ruin in recent years, there still remains some
fine statuary including the Triton fountain, subject of
one. of Velasquez's pldtures. This is the' first time any
effort has been made ,to turn It to account as one of the
notable adornments. of Madrid.1

fr

Parade bf Provinces.
One of the quaintest features, of tie wedding .fetes is
that in which repiesentatlves from all ithe. great .prov
Incea of Spain gather In their typical costumes, with their
native music and dances; and even' with samples- of their
Of this parade is to give
local fruits and arts.
tie new queen an insight of Ithe Spanish people from all
sections. Some of the notable features cif the .parade are
as follows:
Old Castile is represented by a group of the heralds
of Burgos, In black velvet 6uti with white ruffs and
pointed hats. Among tie characters are the legendary
The
Cid accompanied, by knigits, pages and soldiers.
province of Asturia Is represented by guards recalling
the heroic deeds of Pelayo, and by groups of peasants and
mountaineers, singing thejy melancholy national song
ending with a sharp war-cry- ,,
"A Ju Ju."
Galicla forms a very pretty group. The flsherfolk
are 6hown in a huge boat with nets and nil the devices
of the fishing craft. Aragon sends groups of her robust
peasants ,with their picturesque colored turbans and
sandals. A beautiful coach is adorned to show the siege
of Saragossa. Twelve Aragon dancers are designed to
the native Jota before the royal tribune.
dance
"
The Catalonians appear in their uniform of green
velvet, at tie ieads of allegorical groups of Industry and
commerce. One of the cars represent a farm of the
Llano, Navarre; Andalusia and the other sections are
similarly represented.
The Andaluslans include "tie
gypsies of Cordova and Granada, and some of the famed
The long expected, much talked about and certainly beauties of Seville witi their guitars. Another group
Even the
magnificent marriage of the king of Sjwiin is now one of shows the Alhamhra surrounded by Moors.
Balearic and Canary Islands send their typical
tie has beens. It has. gone "glimmering through tie remote
things that were, a school boy's tule, tie wonder of un group. New Castile s'bows parties of reapers and moweTs
in their rusiic costumes. An artistic coaci from Toledo
hour.
Bon
U occupied ly two curious figures representing
All ithe world lovee a lover, and Alfonso nmn certainly showed himself an ardent wooer, an ideal Iovr. Quixote and Sancbo panza. Tie procession closes with
an allegorical car. showing Madrid honoring the dynasty
atftor was tie wedding itself unworth the world-wid- e
tention it received, and the. vant siiacb given It, ly tie
Spanish Royalty and Grar.dees Taking Part in Ceremony
dally papers of every civilized iand. The wedding
was as gorgeous a nruch money and unrestrained
Those taking the most important part in the marriage
Ingenuity could make it. Every SpaniHh grandee h;is iis of the king are the members of the royal family, the
yrivale court carriage .ahncfct rivalling iu tuagaificfnoe premier and iiiemliers of tie ministry, with whom the
, the royal coach. Thtre were fifty coaches in line, wbich marriage is an affair of state as well as of the heart;
ore worth a total of nearly fl.&oo.ooo. in this "line of representatives of Spanish nobility and Knights of the
carriages was the "bronze" coach, conveying four
Golden Kieece; Cardinal Sancha. primate of Spain and
in mediaeval costumes. The. vehicle dates from Aichblshop of Toledo with a distinguished retinue of
the time of Ferdinand VII. Then came the "Amaranth" bishops .Mi! lignitaries of tie church; officers of the
coach,, dating from tie time of Charlex III, upholstered army am! navy, judges and high functionaries. The prin-cipfigure in this brilliant assemblage are as follows.
in whiue and amaranth-colo- r
silk; the "Cypher" coach
The royal family tie queen mothler; Maria Christina;
built for Qua'u Marie Louiso Fernanda, and the '"Gold
1x Spanish horses.
; foil" coach, drawn by
the king's sister. Maria Theresa, wife t Prince Ferinand
The preseuts beggard discreptlon.
Wliat Alfonso's of Bavaria; the king's brother-in-law- -,
Prince Carlos
j preKont to his wife was the youug king kept secret. He widower of the princess of Asturias, whoie little son, the
'( bad already, however, loaded tier down wii'ji gift, incluinfant Alfonso, is the actual prince hereditary' of Spam;
ding five Jeweled bracelets, four Jeweled clasps, fr.ir nck the king s a. int., the Infantas Isabella, Maria dela Paz,
.'laces of pearls and brilliant, and two diamond tiaras.
and Eulalio.
The cabinet: Premier Moret, leader of the liberal
John Burroughs lays down a ratier broad d uiand party; mfnister of foreign affairs, Iuke of Almodovar del
when he thus tells what style a writer should employ on Rio;
of foreign affaire, Senor Ojeda;
certain designated Kubjectn. He says: "In treating of minister of the. interior, Count Ramananes; Minister of
nature, or outdoor themes, let h style have inip!dne8 war. General Luque, prominent during the Spanish-Asweetness, freshness; in critkisui, let it. have dignity, erk-awar; minister of marine, Captain Concas; minister
lucidity, penetration; in history let it have mass, swefp, of justice, Garcia Prieio; minister of agriculture. R. Gas
vnproiension ; in all things, let it have vitality, sincerity act minister of finance, Mtnas. Salvador; minister of
The foregoing is for th benefit tf public, instruction, Santa Maria de Parades; president of
and genuineness."
newpu)er writers exclusively, tpecially those of them the senate, Lopez Dorainguez; president of the Cortes
who write under tie fastest spxd rate for daily jiapers. Done Jose Cnaiajes y Mendes. Knights of the Golden
:
Fleece: the Ihike of Verague, a descendant of
Globe Silver Belt: The company boriiig for
nejir the Marquis de la Viga de Armijo; The Count of Cheste;
Indian Hot Springs struck an enormotm flow of artesian Kiior Montero Rios; Senor Hdal
water fit 37 feot, and tho well has H'iiiC lM'n sunk to
Among tho leading literary and artistic figures, tl'i'
370 feet, Uie flow of water having hicre.aed and
whom the court bhots sjxvial atteution, are tbe pain' l s
hour. I'radilla. Moreno Carbeueru, Munoz Ihgrain, Sml)a, the
bow "sUmated at (jUO.OOO barrels in twenty-fou- r
The water is boiling hot as it issues from the well and latter director of the Pradu gallery; tie wulptors : Marremarkably clear and tasteless. The drill passed through iano Heulliure. AuguMan Queral; Marinas and Blay; the
and A. V. ZiTath, manager musicians Brotan und Ciapi; and the men of letters June
nine feet, of whale at 317
of the cmjauy, is confident Unit i!,witl be struck at Kdigaray, Vrrn Caldos, Ramon y Cajal, and Mendez
Pelayo.
greater depth.
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Choice Underwear. .
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7NDERWEAR

is a hobby of ours and very

find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

That the people of Albuquerque appreciate the efforts of Harry
director of tie Coronado Tent
City band, to give tihem what they
wanted, merely an opportunity
to
hear his famous organization of musicians, was made manifest last evening, when, after the audience
of
Tuesday evening had voiced
disappointment at being unable to hear
the music as played on the Alvarado
veranda, which, by the way, never
was Intended for a 'band stand, Director Ohlmeyer proceeded to hunt up
the park board, close negotiations
witi them for park privileges, dig
down in his pocket and put tip his
own
earned cash for a number
of arc lights, that his band might
play where all could hear, some 3,0W
people tassrmbled In the park last evening and applauded to the echo every selection rendered by the 1and,
the musicians having to respond ifN
nearly every Instance with an encore
before the audience, who appreciated to tne fullest extent, Mr. Ohlmeyer's generous action, would ceas?
their applauding.
While some of t'.ie high price.i musical organizations that played this
city the past winter rendered more
elaborate programs, there has hef n no
band here in many moons tnat played
more popular selections or had a larger and more enthusiastic audience
than had Harry Ohlmeyer's aggregation last evening.
The soloists especially
covered
themselves with glory, and each had
to respond to prolonged applause witi
an encore. Mr. Paulische, tie
wio has been heard here before, was recalled last evening, and
the applause at the end of hid second
selection was as strong as at the exclusion of the first. Mr. Reitz, tie
zylophone player, with selections from
"Tie Poet and Peasant," more tian
made good, and wien, In answer to
an encore, he turned his attention to
a
selection, the audience almost siormed the band stand.
Mr. Bennett, on tie trombone. playing his own music. Is en artist to his
finger tips and made a decided hit
last evening, as did Franz Helle,
Fluege horn soloist, who seemed to
be at his best, in the "Song for Flue-ge- l
Horn," the first selection rendered
by nim.
Every member of the band, aside
frcm the soloists, are deserving ol
special mention, for In the ensemble
pieces they showed tneir ability as a
whfle. i
Mrv Ohlmeyer has shown iis good
nature and desire to give the people
"something for nothing," and as this is
not the firs'-- time tnat Albuquerque
has been at a disadvantage in not having an adequate band stand, it seems
to be top to tie people and the city
council to construct one that is adequate toy all demands.
EVea our; own First Regiment, band
fs growing, mnst too large for the
plaything that adorns Robinson
park, and is by courtesy called a band
stand, and their efforts in playing
classic selections are invariably hampered by the one little sickly electric
light that sheds its feeble radiance
o'er the music, flickering and sputtering, and oftentimes going out entirely for spaces of two and three minutes at a time.
No band can play suci selections as
"Tie Bohemian Girl," "CavallerU
RusUcana," etc., without music, and
music cannot 'be read in darkness. It
Is understood that those interested tn
providing open air amusement during
the summer for tie residents of tie
city, will petition tie council for at
least another light in the band stand.
"The need of a larger band stand
centrally located, 'has been made apparent several times in the past,"
said Mr. Ohlmeyer, in conversation
with a representative of The Evening
Citizen, "and to show that my heart
is in the right; place, I will donate $10
towards the erection of a commodious
and adequate band stand, although
I am not a resident of your city, and
am in tie city but once a year."
After such- an offer from an outsider
it certainly seems, as remarked
be
fore, to be up to the citizens and the
city council.
Ohl-mey-

tilr

Every Man May be Fitted.
Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

50c,

per garment.

fabrics,
Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

75c.

Choice thin Underwear in other good
to $4, SO per garment.
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CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS
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Furnishings

is to clean up " stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
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That is why you will

close to our hearts.
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Secretary Siaw'a address to the graduating. class, of
the Revenue Cutter ' service was in bad taste, If,; not,
Indeed, unpatriotic and Inexcusable, coming" frm'-- inem
"
ber of the cabinet.
f
When a number of ypung. mon have complete
course of study more severe than ttiat'of most' of our uni
vereitles in order to fit themselves for tie service of the
r
government it i abominable for a
of tie
government to tell thenr tiat that fc'urvice
thankless
'
..
and not stimulating to ambition.
v
It Is true tbat pay in government servieJs not high
But the tenure of office in tie army and navy is for life
a fact which Justifies sometlhing of the meagerness of
the pay. And! there is leisure for outside work and facili
ties for pursuing it.
'
In the revenue service, to tie young novitiates in
hich .Secretary Siaw was speaking, 'we know of one
officer who has made 'himself an International authority
on ordnance, who is a lecturer in demand all over the
United States, whose articles command place and price
In every periodical.
t
The service if the United States government whether civil or armed is honorable apd not without possibilities for true success. A cabinet officer who denies tiis
ought to be sent back to his country bank, where money
ia the only measure of accomplishment. Los Angeles
Examiner.!
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Eminently Pleases 3,000 People at Robinson Park.
Ohlmeyer's Effort
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members of Woodmen's Circle
are requested to meet at Odd Fellows' hall Friday evening
at 7; 30
o'clock.
O
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hodgin, Mr. and
Mrs. D. A. BWtner, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Conner, Mrs. Shoupe and J. C. Bald- ndge are a party of married1 folk who

day at Bear canyon.

Q
Mr. and Mrs. O. U Rice, Miss May
Pass more. Miss Jessie Clarke, Miss

Jean Karrah and Messrs. Thomas
iassmore and George Clifford formed
a party of city people who picnicked
at Hear canyon yesterday.
Mrs. P F. McCanna chaperoned a
hay ride party given by Miss Jennie
Tierney on Tuesday evening.
The
young folk composed
the Seventh
grade ohttdren of S. Vincent's academy an. the ride was enjoyable. In- I

A. ligan
G. A. R

X

-x-x-x

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN
Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 8mith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiere, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Denimore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 jewett; 1

Lambert;

1

Fox,

1 Chicago;
1 Manhatton;
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (al-

Call-graph- s;

0
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0
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Got ust so long
make the lrst of it.

to

totuv

live

f

i

Be as omfortable, as ym oan. Shut
'ff a lot of worries. This means

most new,
Tbe above
sold

machines must tie
once, to make room for my
etock of Underwood type-

at

new
writers. We guarantee theee machines to be Just as represented,
and they tan be bought at real
bargain 6.
G. S. RAMSAY,
401

West Railroad Avenue.

F. G. PRATT

&.

CO.

H'illsl.oro

Creamery Butter
Earth.

Gook With Gas
the Electric Building, eorner
Gold avenue. Pec
our display of gas ranges.
IV mon s1 rat ion s in rooking Friday,
Visit

of

fourth street and

ai 7:3') p. in.

Staple and Fancy

,

o
pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
0
pairs misses' and children's fine 0t

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

Im-txn- b

,

0

0

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Mis M. E. Hickey is on tie proJas. He Hi in 4c C'o.b Coffees,
gram for a paier of unusual interest
n't Granite Flour,
to be Tend at tie last meeting of tie
season of tie Brotherhood of St, Paul,
which will take place at tie Lead
Avenue Mothodist Episcopal
iurch
Groceries.
this evening.
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

90$

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k
will ). held- tomorrow afternoon
at
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, 8t. Louli A. B. C. Bohemian and
the l.n'ne of Mrs. Hayward. 3i East Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
Jos. Schllts Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
South Second Street.
"' .! au ntie, a' 2:3V o'cloc k. Every
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
mem!,, r is urged to be present,
as
Price LiBt. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Bouts first
w ill come be-- t
iuiij. (if
Street, Albuquerque, New Meilcs.
re the i.,dge.' Etta B. A!lis:.n.
'
retarv
Dealer in
HOLLY BRAND,
Dairy.
ALL KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S Highland
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.
BEST IN THE LAND.
Crtsmjry Butter, 25c per lb.
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
GRUNER Sl SCHEELE, GROCERS, First CIm Repairing a Specialty. All
with Mauger A Avery, Boston
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Auto phone, 364.
Colo., Black 107.
Work Guaranteed.
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
o
A
Colo, puone, Jlk. 89.
the work.
1S00 S B'way.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
C.'izeu Wi't ad dtNo. 103 North First Street.

P. MATTEUCCI

Jersey

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

THURSDAY, MAY 31,

of Don Quixote, accompanied by a
WEDDING message of felicitation on parchment. MERCHANTS WANT
The friends of the king at HierrrU
have united in making a truly royal
HISTORY RECORDS.
SWITCH CHANGED
gift of the Villa Monrlscot and w
royal
splendid estates, where the
(Continued from page one.)
courtship began. The English resi
dents are vicing with the Spaniard Retail Merchants' Association
and pilt armaments, the in giving presents, the English colonson velv
brigMnesw of which has been toned ies of the Interior towns having raised
Adopts Resolution Asking
diamond and
down by time. The enormous mirrors 100,0'" peta 'or
which came from the royal factory of pearl necklace. Many of the presents
City Council to Act.
La Orange, are surrounded by heavy from rulers and state are yet to be
gold frames of the time of Charles IV, announced.
while Intervening Matties of bronze
The Wedding Drets.
and tn&rblo represent heroes, pagan
The wedding dress has attracted THEY ALSO REQUEST OXE PAY DAY
gods and Allegorical figure?.
great Interest In Spain, as it is truly
The royal throne Is under a superb a Spanish product, In fabric and fin
red canopy, situated alove 1he pteps ish, except for the wonderful Brus- "To the Honorable Mayor and City
richly carpeted In the same color. At sels lace which has been brought to
Council of Albuquerque, New Mex
ico.
erther Bide eland four gilt lions, rep- adorn It. It was a fancy of the king
resented as controlling the world. The and the queen mother that the wed"Gentlemen: At a regula meeting
celling forms
brilliant contrast, be- ding dress should bp made In Spain, of the Ketail Merchants' association
ing clear and luminous. It was exe- and the Princess Ena graciously fell of the city of Albuquerque, held on
cuted by a famous Venetian painter In with this patriotic sentiment. The the 2th day of May, 1906, the resoTiolo and is said to be one of the dress is therefore one of the special lution hereto annexed was unanimost finished decorative works 1n the presents from the king and Is a mar mously adopted; and the undersigned
vel of elegance. The silk was manu- were instructed to present the same
world.
Many of the salons are fecorated factured from a special patem In one to your honorable body.
with rich' embroidered cloths, and the of the large Spanish silk establish
"We respectfully request ithat your
luxurious furniture and ceilings were ments. It was made up with an the honorable body take such action as
painted by Mangp, Halyen, Velasquez, artistic skill of the court dressmakers. may be necessary to relieve the sit
Vinceute Lopez and Juan Rivera. This The silk is heavily overlaid with won uation on First street, lietween
fumrturo has been the Blow growtn derful silver embroidery with soft Railroad avenue and Gold avenue, relkings of Spain frills of the finest Brussels lace, said ative to the location of the tracks
of the luxury-lovin- g
and represents an incalculable outlay. to have cost $50 a yard. The laces of the Albuquerque Traction company
Man yof the salons are veritable mu- were publicly exhibited before being m the block aforesaid. The street at
seums. Formorly it was not possible put on the drees, and excited the ad- the point where said company has
to adequately admire the beauties of miration and astonishment of the aris- placed its switch track is very narChe palace, as Its v aptness made 1t tocratOrange row, and the space allowed for the
ftidies of Madrid.
rather dark, but the modern Innova blossoms are profusely used with the use of the street by persons driving
tion of electric lights has brought out sliver embroideries and laces, for the conveyances Is reduced to the small
all of Its glories. Nowhere are the corsage, and even in dainty clusters est dimensions. First, street at this
electric lights used with more daz along the train, which is four yards point is forty feet in width from curb
zllng effect than in the Salle les Am long. According to Spanish traditions to curb; of this space when the street
Imssatleurs, with its majestic thrones the bride must afterwards present this cars are standing twenty-on- e
feet of
m which Alfonso and his queen will wedding dres sto the Virgin de la the forty feet of the width of the
Paloma, the popular protectress of street Is taken up by the street cars;
oon be seated tgetier.
The China hall is so called be maternity.
there are two feet of the street which
cause the ceilings and walls are cov
Castle of La Granja.'
Is permanently used by telephone
The castle which Alfonso and his poles therein, which leave but seven
ered with porcelalne, the Joinings of
which, are cleverly concealed by ng queen have chosen for their honey- teen feet of street space available on
ures 1n polychrome relief. Another moon is the Spanish Versailles, known both sides of the tracks, leaving eight
sumptuous eakm Is the large dining as La Granja, It is a quaint and quiet and one-ha- lf
feet on either side of
(hall, decorated with tapestry woven in spot, far removed from the inquisitive the track, and which space Is manigold and silk for PMHp II. It is in six throngs of the capital, and with all the festly insufficient for the safe passage
different landscape panels, represents picturesque and romantic surround- of teams and conveyances. Danger is
ing Ithe amorous episodes of Vertu ings suitable for a royal honeymoon. ever imminent to Ithose using this
muio and Pomona 1n a delightful par- The palace is situated at the foot street at the point mentioned for the
of the imposing Pico de Penalara in purpose of access to the store buildden.
the Guadarrama
high ings on the west side of First street.
mountains,
The Bridal Trousseau.
Except the wedding dress, all the above the sea level. The little vil- We venture to say that no block withbridal trousseau of robes, cloaks, lage dates from ancient times; when in our city Is more used for the purevening and tea gowns, petticoats and Henry IV built a chapel there and poses of trade and (the business
Later, houses which are injured by this In
underlinen, was made In London dedicated it to St. Udefonso.
where many of the dresses have been the friars of the Parrel Monastery es- convenience or access are affected
on exhibition. Some of the articles of tablished here a farm tLa Granja) thereby to a very noticeable extent.
which so much suited the fancy of the Life and limb are both endangered
this queenly trousseau are described first
Spanish Bourbon, Phillip V, that by the ever present prolobility of
as follows:
of the
A dainty dress of white mouseline he bought the place and erected a collision between the cars
palace with surrounding Traction company and the wayfarer.
de sole flowered with miniature rwes. magnificent
parks,
In
nastyle
of
his
French
the
we appeal to your honorable body to
A morning gown is of fine spotted
cause the location of the switch track
lawn over palest blue, inset with Val- tive country. The fountains and water
runworks
of the Traction company to be made
enclennes laces. A beautiful princess ning then established and still
not surpassed Dy any other at some point elsewhere, and in a
robe is in spotted lawn, made to wear royal are
possession
Eurpoe.
in
situation where the streets are much
over many different colored Flips. A
For years the Spanish kings used wider and afford more space for accharming pale blue China silk empire
palace
and park as a pleasure cess between the rails of 'the track
morning robe is fastened in front with this
blue rosettes and ends. Another resort, much as the French Icings and the curb of the street and where
their days of pleasure at Ver- business is not so congested.
morning gown is of white lawn over passed
"All of Which is respectfully sub
pale blue, inserted at equal distances sailles. Charles III received here tie
Count Artois, when he marched to mitted.
with Valenciennes
lace. A Bmart conquer
Gibraltar. Godoy signed here
"B. O. JAFFA.
morning gown is composed! entirely
treaty which delivered Spain from
"President.
of English embroidery in a very open the
France, and Ferdinand Vll here ap
"W. D. CLAYTON, Secretary. work design.
Among the simple day gowns are pointed the Infant Don Carlos to be
Ate Want One Pay Day.
hereditary. When his energetic
many composed of linen. The bodices prince
sister-in-laThe above petitions refers to the
of
heard
intention
this
many
in
instances are made after the
threw the switch on First street 'directly west
American blouse style with touches she hastened to La Granja.
gave to of the Alvarado hotel. The street is
palace,
of
out
the
courtiers
of red and blue embroidery. One of Premier
Calomarde the famous box one carrying much traffic owing to
the many dressing jackets is made on
the ear, about which he Eald later tne location of the Santa Fe station
of the palest blue and white Zenana
that "whUte bands cannot offend:' and freight house, and Is much con
edged with quaint silk embroidery. A tore
to pieces the first Spanish testa- gested as a result of the street car
handsome day dress is composed of ment
the. throne t the track taking. u pi SQ.mucJi space. The
ivory, crape de- Csslue, the bodice ar- - king's .and insured
daughter
little'
Isabella events stores on the west side of the street,
rannged with, the finest Guipure lace
several of them wholesale houses.
caused the bloody civil war
and tucked squares of crepe de Chine, which
La Granja is at its best at this have vehicles standing in front of
the centers of which are delicately time
year, and (the blossoms, the old them much of the time, which leaves
embroidered with colored rosebuds trees, of
myrtle lanes, the fountains only one side of the tracks open to
and set together with Insertions of and thefresh
mountain air. will all travel, and this apace, owing to ev
Valenciennes lace. A simple frock is servethe
to make this royal honeymoon eral telephone poles standing near' the
of the palest pink and white flowered a delight.
The Castle overlooks the east curbing, 1s- scarcely wide enough
voile, with Valenciennes lace. An
with its numerous cascades and for the passing of teams. A large
other day dress is of pale pink and park,
with water from huge van or furniture truck, with cars on
white s.tin foulard In a small design lakes, suppliedThese
tracks, will completely
water works are the switch
Anolther beautiful visiting dress is of reservoirs.
the most remarkable feature block travel.
fine white Valenciennes lace and ivory really
The meeting, which, adopted !the
of La Granja, and the effect of the
colored cloth.
petition, lso adopted a resolu
Among the many tea gowns is a fountains is much more grand than above
Versailles. In the fountain of Per- tion requesting the American Lumber
beautiful one of palest pink mousee- - at
seus, who rescues Andrmeda from the company to change its pay day from
line de sole made in the empire style, dragon,
the latter throws a jet of 100 the 15th of the month to the 16th,
Another Is a pale yellow empire gown feet
in the air. The basket consists which will bring the Santa Fe and
veiled with white linen de soie. The of numerous
je;s, 40 to 65 feet high. Lumber company pay days together
large bell sleeves e entlrey of frills
jet of the Fauna fountain, 115 and thus make unnecessary keeping
of lace, and round the short waist are and the
the stores open two nights in .the
pale yellow ribbons threated through feet high, can be seen at Segovia.
The "Bath of Dina" is a chaos of aiomn. This resolution and the pe
embroidery.
There is a handsome water
spouts and statues of godesses tition, which was forwarded to 'the
evening coat of pae biscuit-colore- d
any nymphs, glorifying the triumph American Lumber company today,
faced cloth, with a hood composed of of
merchants.
the loving woman, appearing in was signed by 6ixty-fiv- e
Valenciennes lace, dyed to match the
cloth. Among the earning gowns is her whole beauty.
MATINEE RACES
one of pale maise
a short-waistmousseline. Another empire evening BR4D JONES WINS
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
gown is of white iilk mousseline, flowE
ROAD RACE
ered all over with tiny clusters of
pink roses.
AT THE TRACTION
PARK PRO
The underlinen is made of the finest WITH BITTNER SECOND
GRAM OF RACES
SUBMITTED
WIN
ninon trimmed with real Valenciennes
FOR PUBLICATION.
NING TIME, 68 MINUTES WIN
lace and fine embroidery. The initials
NER WAS GIVEN A FIVE-MIof the royal bride surmounted by the
The following program of matinee
CITE HANDICAP.
Spanish crown are worked on all the
races, at the Traction park Sunday
garments.
afternoon, was handed to The Even
The Wedding Presents.
Amid the plaudits of several hun ing Citizen with a request that It be
The presents for King Alfonso and dred people whi lined Railroad, ave- published:
Ms bride arrived trom all quarters of nue from the siarting point at Fifth First Race 1:20 Trot, Half Mile
"the globe, from countries and their street and Railroad avenue, to the
Heats, 2 in 3.
rulers, from provinces and cities, and Santa Fe tracks, the three starters
Nimble Jim, entered and driven by
bicycle road race. S. Schloss.
even from school children of Spain In the twenty-milwho have contributed their mite to Brad Jones, Dave Keller and Clayton
McGtnJy, by R. H. Greenleaf.
Bittner, got away yesterday aftershow their loyalty (to tho king.
Walter N., by W. L. Trimble.
The que(L'n mother presents
the noon at 2.30 o'clock, Jones being given Second Race 2:50 Pace, Mile Heats,
handicap, and Keller
king wSth her portrait painted by a
2 in 3.
Moreno Carbonero. The city of Mad- luree minute, with Bittner at the
Hallle, by T. J. Shinick.
Cello, by O. Berger.
rid gives an enduring present to the scratch.
bride, by establishing a workmen's
The course was out East Railroad
Crlssetto, by W. H. Huntington.
quarter, which is baptized in the name avenue, to the Trimble ranch, ten Third Race 1:20 Pace, Half Mile
of "Queen Victoria Eugenia,"
The miles away, and return. Ed Kramer
Heats, 2 in 3.
mayor of Madrid has invited all the and I.awrence Walsh acted as judges,
Moselle, by W. L. Trimble.
mayors of Spain to sign an artistic Tom lnsley acting as s'aner.
Black Ike, by Dr. W. Belden.
album expressing their homages to
After the other two contestants Fourth Race
Trot and
the young couple. The manufacturer
were off Bittner, who was favorite
Pace, Half Mile Heats, 2 in 3.
of Barcelona have presented the bride for the first place, got away like a
Master I Miliar, by Dr. J. F. IHafce.
with a diadem of diamonds valued at flah, and pumped up the long UniverShecara, by Jake Levy.
150,tHH pesetas.
sity hill at a hot pace, to h', in fact, Fifth Race Colts, Half Mile Heats,
The presents from royalty are no- for on his re:urn trip Bittner was
2 in 3.
table mainly for their elegance and overcome with nausea, but gamely
Razle Dazzle, by Tim .Murp'.iy.
in
tate rac.her than their intrinsic worth, hung on as best he could.
Trixie Anderson, by Thos. Anderatlhough some of them are of great seventy-twminutes.
son.
value. The emperor of Germany
Brad. Jones, the winner of the race,
S.
Judges Joe Barnctt,
Noble
sends some splendid hunting trophies, h'wtver, had crossed the tape just Trimble. Starter Emil Mann. An
made of the heaiis of wild boars and three minutes ahead of Bi:tier, matt- nouncer Jack Strausner.
Timers
stags which Alfonso killed during his ing tne twenty miles in sixty-eigh- t
Dr. C. H. Cams, James McCorrlston
in seven'y-foununt in the imperial hunting pre- minutes. Keller tlnis-iieand F .E. Sturges.
serves of Germany. France
minutes.
sends
Races will be called promptly at
some of the fines? productions of
Jones was riding a Hudson wheel, 2:'M p. m. Everyliody invited. Adfirst
prize
Sevres porcelain and the llolielin
as
a
National
and received
mission free.
The Spaniards of raoer, the second prize being a pair
factories.
Argentina cabled to the famous sculp- of Harford tires, ihe third prize a
Postmaster Robbed.
tor, Mariana Heulliure. ordering busts pair of boxing gloves, all donated by
O. W. Fouts, postmaster at. River-ton- ,
of Alfonso and the bride, in marble or the lnsley Cycle company. 1D0 West
la., nearly lost his life and was
bronze, and transmitting MM't'O pese- Gold avenue.
robbed of all comfort, according to
Yesterday's race has somt-wha-t
re- his lettt-r-,
tas.
which says: "For 20 years
Queen Christina presents the bride vived the Interest in bicycle races, I had chronic liver complaint, which
witJi a pri(fcls court mantle w hich and borne, good events may be ar- led to such a severe case of Jaundice
belonged to Queen IsuTiel 11, of dark ranged for the near f it tire at be that even my finger nails turned yelred velvet wonderfully embroidered in Traiin park .:ack.
low; when my doctor prescribed Elecgold. The bride's presents Iroui the
tric Bitters; which cured me and
hismany
Eagle For Sale.
Spanish aristocracy inclthle
have kept me well for eleven years."
,
A
grown
If
ha
black eagle, not vet Sure cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia,
toric jewels-- fine old fans, laces and
fly.
Inquire or address ih:s Weakness and all Stomach, IJver,
porcelains. Ttve daughter of the Duke able to
of Alba sent hnr a gold waist buckle office.
Kidney and B'adder derangements. A
o
set in rubies. The presents from the
wonderful tunic. At all drug store.
TAKE A PLUNGE
J0 cents.
people of Siain shuw the sympa'hy
in the
o
,wifh wh;ch they receive the foreign
SWIMMING POOL.
The picnic baskets for ale at the
princess. The school teaclitis throng- out the country have subscribed a &04 North First Street. Open Daily, Mcintosh Hardware company's stor
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
Jurge amount for s tuniptuous edit tot;
are indispensable for outing partirs.
GORGEOUS

MOST

EVENING CITIZEN1.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.
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HEADS OF ELECTRIC LINES

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

DISCUSS RESPECTIVE ROADS

The Man of Baslncss
New

DO

LINES MEAN TWO

TWO

The finance committee, at m meetpreing held yesterday afternoon,
pared their report to the council on
the matter of granting a franchise to
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers and other
promoters, who propose to build an
electric car line Into the Highlands,
which was referred to this committee
at the last meeting of the city council, and will submit the report to the
city council at the next regular meet
,
ing Monday night. ,
In the meantime, Colonel Sellers,
acting upon the supposition that the
report of this committee will le fa
vorable. Is going right ahead getting
things in shape for the construction
of the line, in case the franchise is
granted. He states that returns from
property owners In tne Highlands,
who will be benefited by the new line,
who have lieen approached, have responded generously, some subscribing
much more than
their assessment,
and that the greater part of the $16.
ooo subsidy has already been raised,
and as the Terrace Improvement com
pany nas contracted to do the grading and as the steel ha.- been contracted for with Colonel W. S. Hopewell, of the Albuquerque Eastern,
there seems to be little if anything in
the way of the building of the pro
posed line In case the city council
sees fit to grant the' franchise asked
-

for.

A feature of the new line, in oppo
sition to the Traction company's lines,
acting on the supposition that the
new line will be constructed, which
has appealed to a great many
is the fact that according to
the wording of the franchise granted
fare
the Traction company, a five-ceIs provided for, so that in the event
.person
anywhere
boarding a car
of a
in the Highlands, and desiring to go
anywhere west of the Santa Fe tracks,
he would be firced to pay two fares,
or ten cents, and the same when
boarding a Traction company's car
and desiring to ride into the Highlands.
When approached by a representative of The Evening CitJzen. Colonel
Sellers. In answer to a direct question
covering the above situation, as to
what he would 'be willing, and would
agree to d.J, so that tho patrons of the
two lines would not have to pay ten
cents to ride from the Highlands to
points In the lowlands or Old Town,
replied :
"We will make the Traction company a proposition to interchange
basis, 'that
transfers on a
Is, to pay them 2V4 cents for every
one of their transfers we handle, if
they will pay us 2'4 cents for every
one of our transfers they handle, and
I freely confess tnat by careful figuring out of this propostttbn, 1 cannot
see 'but what we will be the ones that
would get the worst of such a proposition, for we would have to haul them
from the university, or on the Highlands, all that distance, only to have
them board a Traction car at the
tracks, or First street, ride to the
postomce, nay, or park, and get off,
we hauling them twenty or. more
blocks for 24 cents, and inaying tie
traction company 2M cebts for haul
ing them only a few blocks. And I

TITLE Of SANTA FE RIGHT
0F-WA-

large shipment

Greer's Interview.

Col.

IN

Peeks Flat

FARES?

T

The court was engaged loday in
trying the case of A. B. McMillen
against the Santa Fe Railway company, which is a suit t quiet title to
a tract of land on Carroll avenue,
.
the Santa Fe
The plaintiff claims that neither he
nor his grantors ever conveyed to
the railway company any right to the
west fifty feet of what tae company
claims as the right of way, and the
suit Is brought to recover the land
from the company. The defendant
company claims with persistency to
own the property in question by adverse possession since 1881. The defendant also claims that the plaintiff
and his grantors acquired tKle to the
land. If they have any title, with full
knowledge of the defendant's rights.
The property in litigation lies
First street and the Santa Fe
tracks, in the rear of the Albuquerque Carriage company's factory.

Roll Top

an) SUndta

Beok

Stand

"W guarantee out lln to
represent the best workman-

believe that the above would be the
case with 75 per cent of the passengers we handled, but In splte ot that
we will agree to the proposition, as I
have stated It, If the Traction company will,
"If tbe residents of Albuquerque
want a five-cefare rrom the eastern city limits tl Old Albuquerque or
Barelas, all they have to do is to
get the Traciion company to agree to
our proposition, whicn on our part Is
more than liberal."
Colonel W. H. tireer, president and
general manager of tho Albuquerque
Traction company, who returned today from an extensive visit to Chicago and other northern cities, when
sen by a Citizen reporter, stated that
his mission to Chicago proved highly
satisfactory.
The question asked Colonel Sellers,
In reference to an exchange oi transfers between the two lines, provided
the new line was constructed,
was
thon asked by the reporter of Coljnel
Orc?r.
"Would we agree to exchange trans
t
fers on a
liasU?" asked ClI-onOreer. "Why take that up this
early in the game? As far as we
know, there is no others road to ex
change transfers wiv.i. They i ivc
not even oecn granted
a trar- - ilse
yet, and after that they would ratvo to
build the road and put it In oic...:lon.
Then would be time enough tot the
Albuquerque Traction
company to
take up such an offer, provided It was
made us. You can readily see that I
cannot pledge the Albuquerque Trac
tion company to a course of action a
year or more hence. I might be dead
by that time, or engaged in other pursuits. Let them secure their fran
chise, get t'helr road built and In operation, and then come to us with
propositions, and then will be time
enough for us to 'think it over. We
are operating an eiectrlc car line; the
proposed new line, as far as we are
concerned, is a myth something not
in existence, so what Is the use of
supposing things, or trying to tell
what we would do In such and such
a case, provided it came to pas a
year or more hence.
"At present I have absolutely nothing to say In reference to any proposition any opposition company might
make us, for as far as we are concerned there 1b no opposition company
yet, and until- - there is another company in the field there Is nothing in
the matter to be discussed.
"In regard to the plans of the Albuquerque TnVctlon company you may
say that work has already been commenced on Improvements which include the constructing of one and
three-fourth- a
miles of extensions,
which will terminate at the American Lumber company's plant. The
ties are already on the ground and
there la plenty of material on hand
to complete the "work, which, will be
rushed forward to completion and finished, barring
unforseen circumstances andi accidents, within the next,
thirty days."
And
the question agitating the
minds of a number of citizens still remains the same;
"Do the fcwo car Hoes mean two

ship- and highest clasa of
cabinet work. The desk ytro
buy of us will not fall to
pieces in a short time. Urns
causing you much annoyance.
r
Our prea are the lowest.

J

Albert Faber
308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

000C00(0

N. M.

O000000fr000l

B RUNSWIGK
Pool and Billiard Parlor.
107 South Second

2Vi-cen-

Street, Barnett Bldg.

The Only Fitst Class
Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque.
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

Strictly Up To Date
Straight 18 Bsll Root

T

cue, Pool Se per cum

cpt

Billiard 60e par hour.

Max Gussarofjy

Prop.

OO

KEEP YOUR

O!

FEET

COOL WITH

WILLIAMS9 FOOT COMFOR1
It will reduce swelling and stop the feet from
sweating. No trouble to use. Price 2 Sc.

The Williams Drug Co.
Both Telephone..
-

1

THE BLUE FRONT.
117 West Railroad Avenue.

IF YOU WANT, THE
"BEST ON, EARTH

,

llmliiliii!l!JiiilllM"!ri

Cigars for tfie. iprlce asked, make no
lelay In trying one or a toox Of til
White Jjly fcrand. There's a cigw
,,floryol Inspect the filler and binder.
The White Idly la delightful as to
aroma, free turning and; easy to
smoke, down to the last quarter ot
an inch. If you know of a better cigar for the cash, than the WnrtaLUy,
"show us." Five cents for one; 2
for, box of fifty.

';

lares?"

five-ce-

a

of

Desksi office Chair
Ctuw, Typewriter
and Tables.

A.

"CHARLEY'S AUNT"
AT CAiINO TONIGHT

QUESTION

right-of-way-

FIVE-CEN-

Library

Wi havi just received

Transfer Question.

Line-T- he

J.

113g WEST

Despite the counter attraction of
the free ooncert bv the Coronado
Tent. City band last evening, the
Stock company at the Casino, drew a good house to witness
the last presentation
of "Faust,"
which, considering the small stage,
the comany played In a creditable
manner, with special scenery and
electrical effects. Owing to the reception "Faust" received, and the
of the people to see It, the bill
will I repeated Sunday nignt.
Tonight and every night the remainder of the week, the stock ciompany
will present
that laughable farce,
"Charley's Aunt," which, in spite of
years before the public,
Its many
still is in demand, as evidenced by its
revival at one of th leading Broadway houses in Nw York.

A SERVANT

RAILROAD

AVENUft

TIRES

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS.
DO YOUR: SHOPPING,
AND KEEP' YOU
INFORMED OF 80CIAL
AFFAIRS.

LET IT DO YOUR

do-me-

RICHARDS

THAT NEVER

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
WORK.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
Don't Dispute with- a Womais
Especially, it eho tells you to' order a
ack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Miaike no excuse, (ir you ahotud lor
get the order), that you could not
find It, for every fl
grooar
handles EMPRESS. You win ahraya-flngood bread, good biscuits, goo
pastry and most Important ot alL
good cheer to greet you wlien yva
come home for your dinner. Try tL
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress mf
all others.
-

u want results in advertising
If
try an Evening Citl.en want ad.

!

five-minut-e

ot the Home

Col. Sellers Makes Statement Concerning Proposed

rat-cla- ss

OASINO THEATRE
W.

The

Free-for-A-

M.

d

WORTMAN, Manager.

Stock Co.

Berser-Sro- se

M. BERGER,

IN

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

CHARLEY'S AUNT

finis-hui-

THURSDAY,

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

i

Fayvooti

SUNDAY

Hot

tap-esQ- ry

There will be an entire change of bill on Monday ami Thursday
of each week during the season. Doors open at 8 p. in. Performance
begins at 8:30. .Ma'inees Satnnay anil Suinl.n. Ihmrs open at 1:30
p. ni. performance at 2 o'clock.
Night Prices

Hot

16c

and 25c.

Matinee

Prices

10c

was:h

the

Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Bed 148,

EASY TO REACH.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

and Iron.

Shirt. Waibta and White Ureases to us. We will laundry them corx
rectly and will deliver them to you In a nice
they will not b
crushed or wrinkled- Ixui8tlc or glis finish.
Back of Poctoffice.
Call

Springs

and 15c.

TO THE
LADIES:Send your
bore too warm to
wither
is

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
RELIEVES PAIN.

Three Matinee Races at 3:30 p.m.

r

c

Imperial Laundry Co.

ACCOMMODATIONS

FAYWOOD,
New Mexico

FIRST

CLASS.

Se Santa Fe A&ent for round
trip rates, good for thirty

Jy,

M.

4
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What Has Climate
To Do With Milk?
(

.,.r

FANS

ALBUQUERQUE

Innines

li

0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0

Santa Fe

SEE GOOD SPORT

3-

-6

04

Aii.uftn.vKiu..
'mammary of the game:
Basci on Balls Off Richardson

Gallegos, 2.
Struck Out By .Richardson, 2;
Gallegos, 8.
Hit by Pitched Ball Clancy.
Passed Balls McDonald, 2.
wiiri Plirth Richardson.
Stolen Bases D. Anderson, Pettus
0 Parsons, 2; Richardson.
Time of Game Two hours and
twenty minute.
Second Game.
AB It H 10
Santa Fe
1
U Anderson, 3b ...A 0 01 4
0
1). Anderson, 21
ofT

Doublehcader Results in

Santa Fc
Albuquerque 8--

Even-Scor-

.

5--

Hon-or- s

4,

es:

2.

CORRAL

PROVES

WHIRLWIND

A

Santa Fe won the first game yesterday, and the Ms end of the gate lottim 111 c
Parsons,
'he O.
rwelpts, and Albuquerque
W. Parsons, If
scrre.-wore (lallegos, cr
econd. The
fi to 4 and 8 to 2.
The attendance Pauly, rf
was not. as large as the crowd that Alarid, pss
witnessed the Browns defeat Santa Uipez,

tk

erj- -

rnthusfastlc.
on Sunday, but
The first, game w as a battle royal
from start to finish. For four Innings
the score board showed a succession ot
In the fifth the Grays
of goose-eggwere allowed to make two scores, with
two men out. The trouble began 1y
Richardson giving I). Anderson a
nass. Pettus ihit a liot one past
third base, advancing Anderson to
third. Ik.th scored on a bit by Parsons tnat t.rnck Uic'herdson on the
shins and bounced naif way across
the diamond. V. Parsons then bit a
side.
tiih one to Kunz, retiring theruns
In
The Browns made three
the sixth, y a base on calls, three
tilui assisted by two errors and Home
very dumb playing by Pauiy at first
base. Aj couple of errors and ft hit
gave them another run In the sevent'j
they had the
find It looked as tho-iggame won. But It was not so.
L. Anderson opened the ninth with
a hit past second. The next man up
bit to Cahran at third. The ball was
passed to Kunz, hx dropped It. A
drive by Pettus sent two runs across
the plate, tying the score. The next
nan up atruck out, but in a mix-uwhich followed a sacrifice by W. Parsons, "Billy" Parsons threw the tball
away In trying to catch Pettus at
third, and with it went 20 per cent
of the gate receipts.
The feature of iae second game
was the fetching of young Roy
Cohran, the Browns' juvenile third
baseman. The Browns had Intended
. pitching Gallegos in toe game,
but
.

p

3
3

1

J

0

10

.

02
08

...

National League.
At Brooklyn First game R. H. E.
Brooklyn
2 9 0
New York
0 4 0
Batteries
Mclntvre and Bereen:
Taylor, Ferguson and Bresnahan.
At New York Afternoon
R. H. E.
Now York
5 7 2
Brooklyn
2 ' 8 2
Batteries 'MiaitthewBon and Bresna
han Scanlon and Bergen.
R. H.E.
At Pittsburg Morning
7 12
5 6

0
2

Pittsburg

9 14

2

1
Cincinnati
3 0
Philllppi and Gibson;
Batteries
Welraer and Schlei.
At Philadelphia Morning R. H. E.
Boston ..;
2 4 4
Philadelphia
7 1J 0
Batteries
Pfeiffer and O'Nlell:
Sparks and Dooln.
Afternoon Game
R. H. E.
o 1 1
Boston
Philadelphia
3 9 1
Batteries
Needham and Young:
Lush and Donovan.
At Chicago Morning
R. H.E.
Chicago
2 4 2
St. Louis
4 12 0
Batteries
Pfeister and Moran:
Brown and McCarthy.
Afternoon Game
R. H. E.
Chicago
l 4 1
St. Louis
6 10 1
Batteries Lundgren. Beebe. Reul- bach and Moran : Druhot and Oradv.

Playing to the Grand
Stand.
they were tat slow In making him a
definite offer and Santa Fe bought
mm. Without OaJlegoa,
Santa Fe
would not have had. a look-i-n In yesterday' game. The native pitched
fine ball,, allowing only aix nlta.
caiast seven, the number the coast
league man was lot down for. But
American League.
tho pitching of Cohran was "the
goods." As Captain McDonald put It:
At Detroit Afternoon
R. H.E.
The kid bad everythlug." One Detroit
l 7 1
Chicago
4 7 o
Batteries Mullin and Schmidt:
WhUte and Sullivan.
NO USE TALKING
Detroit-Chicagmorning game post
IT WAS A
poned on account of rain.
t STRIKE
At Cleveland Morning
R. II. E.
Cleveland
2 8 2
83:
St. Louia
7 11 1
.
Batteries
Rhodes, Barnhard and
Bemia; Pelty and O'Connor.
Afternoon Game
R. H.ll.
4 11 0
Cloveland .......
St. LouU
'6 9 S
Batter!
Josa, Townsend and
Bemla; Howell and Spencer.
At New York Morning
R. H.E.
--

e&T-Eol-

New

Ytorlc

8

9
6

1
3

thing sure, ha had Santa Fa on hla
hip. J La had the Indian sign ou the
ooya ia gray. The
only con
nected safely with six of Ua
while Tropes was touched up
for ten hits. In tact, the playing of
una urowna in tno soooud game was
.of the
kind. No Brown te
made an error, while Santa Fo picturesque
?oond lasoman niade a
tft-ay- a

ourk-ocrew--

gilt-edge- d

couple of beauties.

Santa

Ve

First Game.

Anderson, 3h
I). Anderson, 2u
1

1.

I'fttus, c

H. Parsons,
W.

If

Parsous, cf

Vlarid,
tKioch,

Pauly,

(I

4"

rf

3 a

lb

Total
Albuquerque
Xbrun, 31
Kunz, 2U
Clancy, ss
McDonald, c
Vlrllue, if
Hj

Hale. If
Collins, cf

i Richardson,
Total

14

ess

OaMegua. p

Nohx,

AB R H Pa A K
1 2 1 3 0
1
2 0
2 2
S 0
3 ij 2 2 1 0
6 a 0 2 0 0

....0

1

0

1
0

0

a

3
4

0

0
0

0

U

2

3
0

35

G

7 27 13

5

0
1

1

AB It H PO
1

4
3

1

3

1130
1

1

(

1

ID

4

0

1

0

4

U

0

8

4
4
ip

1

A E
3 0

110

1

2
0
2

0
0
2

1 0 0
1
0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 2 3 1

3f

1

f

C 27 12

4

1

bowel complaints than Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
The most eminent physician can not
prescribe a better preparation
for
colic and diarrhoea, both for children
and adults. The unlfor msuccess of
this remedy has shown It to be superior to all others. It never falls,
and when reduced with water and
sweetened, it Is pleasant to take.
Every family should be supplied with
It. Sold by all druggists.
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to come,"
resents one orbital revolution of Sat as the equinoxes of "more
the six planets
urn, equal to twenty-ninyears and are due to work in dangerous conibr iays of time. The inner circle, in junction until 1909 u passed.
e

BAKERSFIELD BATHED FIVE THOU
SAND EARTHQUAKE BABIES
CITY

HITHERTO NOTED ONLY FON ITS OIL WELLS, GAINS NEW
DISTINCTION AND WINS WARM CORNER IN THE HEARTS OF
500 REFUGEE MOTHERS.

No.

329.

600 feet 1x12x12. soft pine, full stock.
doz. sewing machine oil.
1.0k. feet white pine 1x12x16.
1 side round, medium.
5.K) feet white pine IxlUxlb.
5 pinchers
(Timmons).
600 feet white pine 1x8x16.
quire sand paper No. 2.
5o0 feet white pine 2x6x16.
shank lusters (Keystone).
siKI feet oak 1x10x12.
lbs. No. 1 lasting tacks.
200 tret oak 1x4x12.
8 lbs. No. 2 lasting tacks.
48 pes. oak 2x9x2 ft. 8 In. long.
2 boxes Meyers shoe thread.
500 feet flooring, Oregon pine, lxi!xl4.
40 sides heavy wax kip.
60
feet drill steel. 8 in. 12 ft. lengths,
9 stiles liKht wax kip.
28 feet drill steel 1 in.
4 sides heavy No. 1 Oakwood harness
12 feet
In. pipe.
leather.
feet 4 in. round Iron. 14 ft. length.
C00 lbs. (by
the side) heavy No. 1 66
50 feet steel for repointing picks.
oakwood sole lather.
5 doz. shovels, long handle.
20 doz. spools No. 2t black thread.
2 pinch bars.
20 doz. spools No. ;to black thread.
6 axes.
20 doz. spools No. 24 white thread.
grubbing hoes.
20 doz. spools No. ao white thread.
500 lbs. black powder.
3 doz. spools No. 8 white thread.
600
lbs. giant powder.
3 doz spools No. 8 black thread.
2,000 feet fuse.
1 pkg. No.
7 IXimesUo
sewing machine
6 boxes caps.
needles.
4 doz. pick handles.
5 pkg a. Sharps
hand needles. 1 to 5.
1 doz.
drill hammer handles.
5 pktt'H. Sharps hand needles, No. 4.
25 attaching plugs.
bio yards cloth,
prisoner's uniform.
5 lbs. Mansou tape.
54 inches wide.
ark
100 Incandescent
lamps, 110 volt 8 c. p.
joo yards cloth, blue gray, woolen 54
.5 Incandescent
lamps, 110 volt 16 c. p.
nch wide.
25 incandescent
lamps.
110 volt 32 c. p
loo yards denim, amoskrog preferred.
1 lb. Ac.
carbolic cryst.
200 yards drilling.
Ac.
lbs.
t
boracic.
500 yards
Canton flannel.
lb. Ac. tannic.
1,250 yards shirting, Hamilton
stripes,
1 lb. Ammon. chloride.
;"'
yards toweling.
1 lb. Ammon. carb.
50 yards red flannel.
1 lb. bromide, potass.
100 yards sheeting.
1 lb.
bromide audi.
li'Kj yards
lintng.
1 lb.
bismuth sub. Mt.
5 gross cotton socks.
1
lb. cerium oxalate.
12 gross
pants buttons, large.
1 lb. cupra. sulph.
12 gross pants buttons,
small.
1 lb. dovers powder.
gross coat buttons.
1 lb. mustard powd.
JO groRs shirt buttons.
1 lh.
talcum powd.
ii gross drawer buttons.
10
lbs. magneeil sulph.
30 lbs. bolts, carriage
1 lb. pot. et sodii tart.
20 lbs. bolts, carriage
1 lb. pot. chlor.
15 lbs. bolts, currlage
i
1 lb. pot. lodii.
10 lbs. bolts, tiro
I lb. arnica fl. ex.
10 lbs. horux.
I lb. belladonna fl. ox
10 lbs. brass
polish.
1 lb. tolu fl. ex.
0 brass steam cocks, 1 in.
3 lhs. wild cherry fl. ex.
6 brass steam cocks,
in,
5
pts. cascara sag. fl. ex.
pr, calipers 6 in.
5 pts. trifolium co. ft. ex.
I closet bowl with scat attachment.
1 pt. licorice fl. ex.
doz. curry combs.
1 pt.
nux vomica.
2 sets collar pads 21's .
1 pt. oxil camph. co.
7 sets collar pads 23 s.
1,000 tablets, neuralgic heudache.
50 feet
in. drill steel.
1,ow tablets, pepsin, blsmui.i and char.
100 feet
in. drill steel.
coal.
Pi0 feet 1 In. drill steel.
600 tablets pot. permanganese gr. V.
4 drills
bit.
shank &
1 roll oiled silk.
4 drills
8
and
shank
bit.
1 roll 2 in. adhesive plaster.
3 drills
and
shank
bit.
1 roll 4 In. adhesive
plaster.
6 flat smooth files 16 In.
1
in. adhesive plaster.
roll
6 flat smooth files 8 in.
4 rolls belladonna
plasters
12 bastard flat flies 16 In.
6 rolls mustard plasters.
6 half round tiles 16 In.
3 gal. alcohol.
6 half round riles 14 In.
1 doz. 3 in. bandages.
6 8 round files 16 In.
1 doz. 2 in. bandages.
6 three cornered
flies 12 In.
1 doz. 1 in. bandages.
12 three square saw files 6 In.
1 doc
2
in. bandages.
6 three square
saw tiles 4 in.
1 gal. euthymol.
6 three square saw files 3 In.
8 oz. quinine sulph.
6 three square saw files 8 In.
1 gal. witch
hazel.
fi double cut wood files 14 in.
1 lb. ichthyol.
6 doz. shovel handles, long.
1
lb. creosote, Beechwoad.
3 doz. sledge hammer handles.
20 lbs. vaseline.
1 doz.
pick handles.
1 gal. glycerine.
horse shoring hammer.
1 lh. sortli
phosphate.
1 carpenters hammer,
1 lb.
1 lh. sulphur.
1
4 in. blade.
hatchet.
1 lb. pepsin aseeptlc.
1
doz. horse brushes.
2 gals. aq. ammonia.
fi hack
saw blades 12 In.
10 lbs. absorbent cotton.
100 feet
In. garden hose.
1 oz. silver nitrate stick.
fi vsse menders
In.
l.Ooo capsales No. 00.
12 hose clamps,
In.
1.000 capsues No. 1.
10 hose clamps,
In.
1,000 capsules No. 3.
1? flfe&m hose couplings
2 lbs. buchu and juniper fl. ex.
4 in.
50 foet
in. steam huMi
1' lbs. Baline laxative.
25 Ibfl. horse nhoe naita No. 9.
t lrsj. chloroform.
25 lh. horse shoe nail No. P.
1 la
ether.
25 ilka, horse shoe nails No. 6.
1
lb plumb, ac.
1 keg No. 6 horse shoes.
pta
Btllllngla Co. fl. ex.
1 keg No, 8 horse shoefl.1 pt. aarsapurilla fl. ex.
2 kegs No. 5 horse shoes.
1 gal. ellxr. saw palmetto
Co.
2 kesrs No. 4 horse shoes.
1 gal. ellxr, tonga Co.
1 keg- - No. 2 horse shoes.
1 oz. Ol. anise..
1 kug No. 1 horse shoes.
1 gal, Ol.
riclne,
2 kegs Nu. fi mule shoes.
2 gal. Ol. cod liver.
2 ketra No. 5 mule ahoea.
2 oz. Ol. cloves.
2 kegs No. 4 mule shoes.
1
n. Ol. cajuput.
60 feet Norway iron
in.
1
oz. ol. lavender.
60 foet Noway iron 8 in.
oz.
Ol. w Intergreea.
25 feet Norway iron
in.
'
1
oz. Ol. mustard.
60 feet Norway Iron
8
In.
2 gal. Ol. cotton seed.
25 feet Norway
Iron
In.
5'0
tablets
sulph.
codeine
nr.
25 feet Norway
Iron
In.
100 tablets cocaine hyd
gr. 11.
60 feet Norway Iron
In.
100 tablets II nuirn
nn.1 nlron (HvOO
25 feet Norway Iron
In.
dermic).
ft! feet flat Iron
1.000 tablets strvchnlne sulph. gr.
25 feet flat Iron
Boo tablets strphanth Co. 1
1. & Co.
60 feet flat Iron
1.000 tablets nitroglycerine Co.
25 feet
5 doz. Heeds dry plates No. 27, 4x5.
2 bundles giil. Iron No. 27. 30x9tf.
B lbs.
hyposulphite of soda.
2
gross knives and 2 grass forks
1 lb. sulphite
of soda
(steel i handle and blade one solid piece.
15 grains gold chloride.
1 lawn
mower, hand, large size.
lb. acid pvrogallic.
6 carpenters' mallets, length 6 In.
2 plate holders 5x8 with 4x5 kits.
20 lbs. blank mils
In.
The Roard of New Mexico 1'enltentlarv
20 lhs. blank nuts
in.
reservca the right to re-Vimmissloners
15 lhs. blank nuts
in.
any and all bids.
1 nozzle,
In.
in submlltlng bins ror nnove supplies
I'll fe.t pick steel
Idders should write plainly on envelope
pipe vice, combination. 6 in.
he following:
"Bids for supplies for
plumbers gasoline stove.
with name
Mexico renltentiary."
pr. pliers, combination wire cutting. New
r
names of bidder or bidders, to avoid
2 doz. j,i,.ks It
K.
by
same
mistake.
opening
of
he
set ( irruKat.-.planes, carpenters".
Hy order or tne Mt.arn or p.ew Mexico
doz. carpenters' pencils
. nitentlary
Commissioners
4o f .
wrought iron pipe - iM.
AHTill'R Trim. FT IRD.
40 feet wrought
Iron
pipe
Superintendent.
fi" feet wrought
pipe
Iron
Samples
mnv
he sent separately, dnlv
iv
f i t wrought Iron plp.i 1
numbered,
to the Superin- and
mnrkmt
40 feet wrought
iron pipe 2.
nnent.
60 feet wrought
Iron pipe 2
tloz. horse shoe rnsps, lfi In.
fi half
Hi vra. oczema. Itch or sait rheum
round wood rasps. 14 Iu.
quarter round (lies
in.
boIb you crazy. Cant boar the touch,
4 brass bound rules 2 ft.
of your clothing. Dunn's Ointment
wagon without be 4 In. tire
cures he uiont obstinate of races
8'0 feet ro
In.
2i
feet rope I I in.
Wit suffer. All druggists sell it
6

1
1
1
3
10

oil stone,
pair No.
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Not If as Rich as Rockefeller.
If you had all the wealth of Rocke
feller, the Standard Oil magnate, you
could not buy a letter medicine for

HAND
BADLY

2.

Pontmi prtponl will be received by the
iniani or Mow Mfxleo I'enltentiury Com
mlsxlonera at the ottlce of the 8upirin
tpndunt. until 10 o'clock n. m . nn Tii..
PROPHECY, BASED ON SCIENTIFIC CALCULATIONS,
REMARKABLE
day, June 6th, IS!, for furnishing and
IVIAOE IN AUUHESS
TO TEACHERS' INSTITUTE IN 1892, IS RE
"
ueovenriB at tne isew ftlpxlco i'rnltf'n
doz. table sp.,.,1,,,, i.aVy.
tlary the niippllcs hereinafter mentioned
6 wagon tongut.B
CALLED BY SAN FRANCI3CO EARTHQUAKE.
U it.
ur bo murn incrpnr as tno Uoani may
k.
yoke,).
1 single
aoem mniu-icnt-.
tree.
i'aymcnt lor B.ilJ aup
6 from hounds,
piles will be made In cah. Delivery ul
order towards the center, represent all
tos Angeles. Cal., May 31. On
fi
hind hounds.
supplies, exeept perishable articles,
wagon tire shrlnker.
cemlx r 22, 1V.2, more than fourteen me oroital revo utions of Jnnlter mum te as airecteU by the Superintend
13 wagon skeins,
years ai?o, Prof. W. A. Sjialding, In Mars. Earth, Venus and Mercury. In ent.
steel, 3
12 wagon skeins,
steel 3 UJa fjft
Hamples will be required of all articles
an address before the teacbers' in- me whole of this period, Saturn has
doz. shovels, long handled
marKen
an
with
asterisk,
and
doz. shovels, short liunUle'.
stitute of this city, prophesbd the two equinoxes, shown by th shadec should bo labeled, allowing name of these
iloa. coal shovels.
which
earthquake
destroyed
San portions of the circle, near the top der, price, etc., and must be delivered bidto "1' lbs.
wrought Iron
In
Francisco on April IS, lflbti. Ills pre ann ixub'm or me outer circle. In the Superintendent
not later than
M bs. wrought Iron washers. 11
washers
on said day.
0 lbs. wrought
diction was based wholly upon scien tile period, Jupiter has five enulnoxes o'clock
iron
washers
'
All
bids
be
must
strictly
made
in ao
lbs. w rought iron
a
tific calculations and was devoid of: shown by the shaded portions of the cordance with
Jo lbs. wrought Iron washers
conditions on blank
washers
any "second sight" features.
Jupiter circles, and the large number proposals, which the
will be furnished by the I Htlllsnn wrench, open,
6 In.
1
ueamiM A. .'..ii..
"When this earth reaches the year of of equinoxes of the other planets are Superintendent on application; no bid
T.1V.H.11,
common,
grace 1906," said Prof. Spalding, in shown In the Inner circle. U will he otherwise made will be entertained. A 10 1 i
Ucamh
-common.
his address on the date mentioned, observed that during tho period be- - bond will be required from all successfu 15 jn
bidders for the faithful fulfillment of
adjustable
contracts within ten days after date of 11 Uuxter's
6 in.
wrench
wrench a in
award.
1 Coes
wrench, 12 In.
50.OW lbs. fresh beef, prime
quality,
,ill"?.ilt"r trench. No. 4.
necKS ana snanKS excluded.
l.'KKJ lbs. white
leud.
50,000 lbs. flour.
loU gal. pure
linseed oil.
10,000 lbs. tiotnto
1 bbl.
usphaltum paint
4.0UO lbs. pinto beans.
lo gals, turpentine
1,200 lbs. navy beans.
3 gals. Japan
dryer
7,000 lbs. granulated sug;ir.
3 books gold
leaf.
1 lb.
3.000 lbs. dry salt bacon.
gilt
bronze.
1 ."00 lbs.
corn meal.
i qulree BaIul l)aper N(J 0
60 lbs. oxide tine, dry
cases roasted coffee.
1 paint
"5 lbs. black pepper.
strainer.
1
25 lbs. red oeDDer.
kalsomlne strainer
t10 lbs. Marseilles
20 bbls. salt.
green, dry
lbs. Marseilles green.
40 cases soan. laundrv.
oli.
8 pole brushes, best
2 bbls. vinegar.
1 glass cuttor.
1"0 lbs. red chile, ground.
15o lbs. Spanish whiting
6 cases canned corn.
15 lbs. glue.
K cases
California fruits, assorted
16 lbs. plaster parls.
1.500 lbs. hominy.
2 kalsomlne
brushes, best
5 bbls, syrup.
2 lbs. lamp black, dry.
l.oOO
lbs. outf lakes.
10 ilw. chrome
yellow
t"0 lbs. rice.
blue dry powder.
ni"itH:
"""l?" blue,
lbs. dried currants.
red, dry powder
ti') lbs, prunes.
drJ "0Wjer-hanrdr
oH.'rm""0n
70 lbs. tea,
2 gal.
boxes.
20 gal, gloss oil.
6 cases
tomatoes,
Las
Cruces
2 gal.
11 pint bottles
interior varnish.
vanilla extract.
2Vi lbs, oil
1
putty.
pint bottles lemon extract.
2 putty knives.
2.iJu lbs. lard compound,
cans.
2
3
spatulas,
case salmon.
In.
'
10 lbs. chalk line.
J.Vi lbs. raisins.
6 wall brushes, 3 in.
2.4'0 lbs. boloicna s.lususe.
6 wull brushes, 4 In.
I.'") lbs. butterlne.
12 sash tools, round long
fiilo His. macaroni.
bristle
12 fitches, long bristle.
1J0 lbs. cheese,
15
boaj-dloo pkgs. Je.llo.
sheets
lithograph
2 quarts liquid glue.
1() lbs. powdernd
U"iiX.
14 pes. glass 3I)X14.
H lbs. table salt.
1
PC glass 37x1.
lbs. breafest bacon,
15 pes. glass Stixll.
loo lbs. lima beans.
2 pes. glass 12x20.
25 lbs. bar chocolate.
35 pea. glass .ttxlti.
25 lbs. shredded cocoanut.
2 pes. glass 18x16.
3 cases crackers.
Mtv Wod.i a,
3
pes. glass 12X20.
1 case Cream of Wheat.
13 pes. glass 12x36.
1 case of tapioca,
l a.
10
pes. glass L2x30.
1 case catsup.
10 pes. glass 10x28.
60 lbs. ginger 6's.
17 pes. glass 14x18.
100 lbs. mustard.
2 pes. glass 12x24.
2 cases Greenwich
lye I s.
'it will need to gird up its loins andltween lfltK! nn,i lono i,
58 pes. glass 18xa).
BOO lbs. sal soda,
bulk.
7
pes. glass 15x22.
....
boxes candles 6 s.
oy..e ..onauuii. nvre uup,
noxes fa in line with 25 cases
38 pes. glass 12x18.
mutches.
s diagram), each other? and occur In oonJuncUon
1 pc.
(?,n.t,"
glass ItixuO.
1 gross
house brooms.
1 pc. glass
hib vijuuhh tL bucuih is not mergea accumulating the
S;x40.
1 doz.
c
in- stable
brooms.
1 pc.
gradually into that of Jupiter as
glass
12x33.
5oo lbs. dried peas.
nuences of the six planets,
7 pes. glass liix5.
oz.
but is almost exactly superim- cording to Prof. Spalding, and, ac-a 600 lbs. DuKes smoking tobacco, 3
2
pes.
1HX40.
glass
creating
40 butts chewing
tobacco.
posed upon that of Jupiter, and the condition
1 pc. glass 2T.X40
in "something Js
3 gross Japanned she buckles.
when
1
pc
glass
planets
Mx54.
other
drop into line, indicat
4 bottles
to pop."
burnish blacking tLynns).
2 pes. glass
ix4ii.
l.Ooo eyelet hooks.
ing that their disturbing
influences
20,000 lbs. oats.
In support of his tUeory, Prof. 5,000
eyelets (J. & N. large).
will be united near their maximum.
70,000 lbs. alfalfa.
1 doz. hafts, sewing common.
Spalding points out a similar condiIo.ikio lbs. chopped feed.
and the electric tension of our plane- tion, indicated bv
1
hafts, leather top peg.
3,0.10 lbs. bran.
the chart, for the 18 doz.
tary system will be raised propor- wire clinching nails.
lbs.
(i.ooo
lbs. bedding.
lbs.
wire clinching nails.
tionately.
'"1'
Then it will he time to
M." ini1ue 13
75 pes. soft pine 2x8x12.
15 lbs.
Iron heel nails.
"
.mi.
75 pes. soft 2x8x12.
look for something to ipop. It will be
!
lbs.
Iron
heel
nails.
15 pes. soft pine 2x12x12.
year of seismic and tornado 'dis Soufriere claimed 40,lW0 victims
25 lbs.
Iron heel nails.
A disquieting featuro
i.uw
teet 1x10x12. sort mee board
2 boxes Singer machine needles. N'o.C
about this
turbances and the earth will quake." fctent.ific
measure.
29
No. 5.
theory of the earthquake Is
600
feet 1x12x12.
1 box No.
2 Singer
soft nine board
The outer circle in the drawing rep that it provides
machine needles.

hric-a-bra-

LACERATED.
George Kilgore. who teas been an
In San
ranch,
employe of the Boll
Miguel county, for the past fifteen
years, was unfortunate enough to get
his right hand badly lacerated while
attempting to lead e horse he had
roped. Kllgoro was about sixty miles
tOJin Las Vegas, when the accident
happened. In tome manner his hand
got caught in a loop in the rope, and
before he could release it the hand
was badly torn. He drove on to Ias
Vegas lor medical treatment, and it
is the opinion of his physician that
possiuiy
foriaaeipuia
3 & 3 the hand con be saved, with
Lotteries
Winter and Peterson; one or two stiff fingers.
Bendtr and Schxock.
Stomach Troubles.
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly
Western League.
respected
resident of Falsonla, Miss.,
At Do Moines Morning R. II. R
was sick with storaoch trouble for
Itea Moines
5 g
Chambermonths.
4
Omaha
9 4 more than six
Batteries McKay and Towne; Mc- - lain's Soomoch and Liver Tablets
"I can now
cured her. She says:
nooiey and uondlng.
am the
Afternoon Game
R. II. E. eat anything I want and
world to find
IXta Moines
3 9 0 proudest woman in tb
For sale by
Omaha
2 7 2 such a good medicine."
liattorles Miller aud Towne; San all druggists. Samples free.
ders and Gonding.
FOUND SCABBY SHEEP
At Sioux City, Kirst Game R. II, B.
IN SAN MIGUEL COUNTY,
1
8 15
Sioux City
Dr. R. J. Blanche, the government
Unonln
7 12 2 cattle inspector, who has been spend'
ltatterio8 Corbet t and Hess; Jones ing a week In
vicinity of Chap
and .iurau.
Torres
erito, Las IJendre and
iSecond Game
R. 11.12. San Miguel county, reports that scab
Sioux City
8 9 0 U general among tho sheep in that
Lincoln
3 6 2 part of the country,
if the Infection
Hatteiks
Jackson and Freoeo Is found as widespread in other loMorse and Elnran.
calities It is probable that the governAt Denver First Game
R. II. E, ment will issue a general dipping or
Denver
5 9 3 der.
The condition icf the Ibx'ks in
(J 16
PumMu
3 the country generally
wul not be
JJaaeries Paige. Morgan and Za- - Known until along in July.
lusky; Minor and Alonaitt.
R. H. e
Second Gxme
Death from Appendicitis
Denver
6 10 4 decrease in the same ratio that the
use
PueUa
8 14 2
of Dr. King's New Life Pills InISatterle
Wright and Wclgardt; creases. They save you from danger
Fa u rot and Messitt.
and bring quick and painless release
from constipatkm and the ills growAmerican Association.
ing cut of it. Strength and vigor alAt Kansas City Morning
ways follow their use.
Guaranteed
Kansas City
by all druggists.
25c. Try them.

,,,2

Washington
Hogg ana Klelnow;
Batteries
Hughes, Sudfhoff and Wakefield.
Afternoon Game
R. H. E.
New York
7 It 4
Washington
C
fi 3
Batteries (Smith, Patten and Hay
den; Ieroy and Klolnow.
At Boston Morning
R. IL EL
Boston
6 8 4
Philadelphia
1
5 6
KSi.-eBatterioa
and Peterson;
Coakley
Umpire Hale, in Authority.
tF.eck.
and
Attemoott VJutf ue
The decisions of Umpire "Snapper
R. H. E.
I fete were prompt, printod and very Boston
5 7 4

.isau&racuory.

OFFICIOUS TELEPHONE EM- PLOYE PINCHED BY A LAS
VEGAS JUDGE.
For removing a telephone from the
hame or Cecil W. Browne, 302 Washington street, last Tuesday afternoon
without the knowledge and consent of
Mr. Browne, Eugene Carnes, a lineman for the Las Vegas Telephone
company, was fined 120 in Judge
Bope's court this morning, says the
Optic. Carnes was charged with en
tering the house of another witnout
his consent, hut Judge Bope declared
the evidence did not disclose any ma
licious intention on Carnes" part. He
therefore, changed the complaint to
disorderly conduct.
;M.r. BTowne testlfled thai,
an en
trance to his home had heen affected
through a small window in the rear,
and the telephone removed, with nu-which
merous articles of
were on the table. The accused admitted entering the window, which he
declared was open. He entered, he
said, because the company newed the'
telephone, and Mr. Browne had or- dered w reimoved.
Mr. Browne's family is absent, and
the house is not occupied in the day
time.
In imosing the fine, Judge Bope
said to Carnes:
"I think you overstepped your au
thority when you entered the house
without the ipermission or Air. Browne
and I do not think your employers
wKmld sanction such a visit to take
out the telephone, even if lie did say
he had no use for it, and loft orders
at the ofllce to have it removed. There
is no evidence to show that you took
anything besides the "phone, and I
do not want to fine you I&0 and sen
tence you to Jail for ninety days,
which is the minimum punishment for
the crime with whldti you are charg
ed, so I will change it and fine you
for disorderly conduct."
Carnes paid his fine.
AN

HAD RIGHT

N. M., May

A-

.

Cincinnati
Lynch.
Batteries
Willis
and
Phelps; Overall and Livingston.
Afternoon Game
R. II. E.

O. Anderson,

is made from the pure, wholesome milk
of contented cows, which feed on
abundant pasturage in a mild, even
climate. We sterilize and evaporate
the milk without a moment's delay.
Buy Carnation Cream if you want the
best the market affords.

.(11215

Passed Balls McDonald, 1; Par
sons, i.
Wild Pitches Cohran, 1; Lopez, 1.
Stolen Bases iMcIIue, 2: Neher.
Collins.
Time of Game One hour and fifty
minutes.

8

Santa Fe,

8

A

pez, 3.

solder, hnlf and half, tinners.
wood screws No. 11 1 4 lu.
woixi screws No. 8,
'. K'oss wood screws No.
P,
H'onn wuuil Screws TV., 7
gross wood screws No. x. 4
1 gross
wood screws No.
,
1 Kross wo. ni
screws
j t
(H.mmo.
trowels
,"itfl'
4 h kioVr
gross
f' gross

n...u

(Slarilid)

6 27 13

.28 2
AB R II

30 lbs.

BIDS

1

You'll pay less In proportion tor pur Carnation
Crstam than for tha milk your milkman sells.
which may or may not be pure.

0

PENITENTIARY

--

H
Milwaukee
At Kansas City Afternoon Gamt
3
Kansas City
2
Milwaukee
0
..5
Morning
Coliimhus
At
1
.("
Columhus
" 01
McDonald, c
Louisville
.4
McIKie, cf
At Columhus Afternxm Game
1
..5
3
Neher, lb
Columhus
2
Louisville
i.ale, If
0
Rlcharuson, rf
At iMlnneaiM)lis Morning
3
8
Minneapolis
Collins, 3b
3
St.
Paul
0
41 8 10 27 11
Total
At St. Paul Afternnon Gamrj
3
St.
Paul
Score by innings:
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
1"
Minneapolis
Santa Kg .
0 0 2
0
3
0
0
.3
Albuquerque
At Indianapolis Morning
1
Indianapolis
off
3;
Cohran,
Oft
Toledo
Base on Bans
Lopez, 2.
A Indianapolis
Afternoon Gam- e.
1
icnus. Toledo
Three Base Hits liaie ana
tfeher,
U
Clancy,
0
Indianapolis
Two Base Hits
Anderson.
tio
Clancy
Double Plays Collins to
A MAN'S HOUSE
Neher.
Hit by Pitched Ball Kunz.
HIS OWN CASTLE
Struck Out By Cohnan, ; by LiO-Total
Albuquerque
Cohran,
Kunz, 2b
Plnnpv. KS

Pittsburg

y--

Cream

3
3
3

"LOOK OUT FOR SOMETHING TO POP
IN 1906' SAID PROFESSOR TO SCHOOL
MA'AMS FOURTEEN YEARS AGO

S

Carnation

2 12

3

i

rtwp-ctiv-

tv

1
1

There are no cold winters on the
Pacific Coast, ITiere are no hot
summers.
The cows graze outdoors the year round. T"he farmers do not have to bring them up
to the barn to be milked.

EVENING CITIZEN.

2

Here is a little refugee a plump
girl .laby, who is wondering what It
is all alwut
ShA was one or tho Hundreds of lit tie ones who for a week after the
San Francisco earthquake and fire.
were fleeing as fast as steam could
carry them away from the ruined city.
Hugged tight to the mother's ureas,
she had spent four strange nights,
under the stars in tho open air, at
Golden uate park, coddled close from
the biting ocean winds that swept
cruelly in from the sea over the
shivering ithiousands whose homes lay
in ashes. There had been no gleeful
morning baths, no change of dainty
littlo garments, and the "earthquake
babies
were In a sorry plight, Indeed.
But
miles
many
dered,
close,

in tho city of Bakersfield, 300
from the disaster, there were
mothers mothers who shudas they held their own babies
and whose hearts were full of
understanding and sympathy for the
little sufferers and their distressed
young mothers. It was easy for the
mother heart to anticipate the greatest need of both, and that was how
Bakcrsfleld came to tothe tihe "earthquake babies."

It was planned to bathe every San
Francisco baby that passed through
uaKersrield,- and no time was lost.
.t
UrXiPOn rP
grea.L iiunuies
or
"l
'""ro
gof. tow,iH anri ,Md. K.al,,
f .,,
tily scented soap found their way to
a waiting room which had been re- served at the railroad ritiv.t ami n
tho mothers of the town turned out
to don big checked aprons and bathe
the refugee babies. All trains were
mot at the station by representatives
who jassed through the crowded cars
and announced that Bakersfield would
bathe all babies and guarantee that
it would bathe them right; that there
would be warm water, soap and
sponges, and clean clothing for eich
little refugee. In addition to such help
as could be lent Jhelr suffering mothers.
Si; it was that more than 500 tired,
worn out refugee
mothers handed
over more than 500 sticky, cross little babies, to the mothers of Bakers-held- ,
and thankfully
rested
their
weary arms while their darlings were
made clean and fresh and dainty. The
500 refugee mothers were scattering
to all parts of the United States, but
In the heart of each of them will linger for many years grateful memories
of the city of Bakersfield.
1

'

The Safe and Helpful Beverage

1

1

4

8

8

8

8

4

2

1

1

4

4

4

'

4

4

B

1

4

GOOD beer lulps the stomach to perform Its
It aids the digestion. The percentage of
alcohol in fimul hcer is very small. GOOD beer
Wiener quituiii;-- the thirst and refreshes instantly and naturally. Athletes drink Wiener beer when
in training.
They know tlutt it is jjood for them.

4

ofhYes.

m

8

.

Is

WIENER
IftTT
fibril 0 ih
BEER

1

1

1

1

UU-.l-

1

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO.. MILWAUKEE

MILWAUKEE;

1
1

The absolute wholesomeness 01 .Hlata Beers is predetermined by the Blatz Method, months before it
comes to yon.
Pure, sparkling water Imps
bailey malt brewed ami matured in the good
way. The ideul home beverage.

BP.;'

ct

4

.

1

u

i.

1

lAlvvAya tlio

SltHN, SCHLOSS

3am

A CO., Wholesale Dealers.

Good 01d"Bltz'
TelephoneAutomatic,

1

177.
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Furniture Manf

Every business man si. oulJ in t'st!g.ite the Vtr- Filing System
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documents etc.
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CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS
8

A D D L E S

BRIDLES
P

L

ROBES

AND ETC.
J

We are offering gome very pedal prices on thli line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

RAILROAD
TOPICS

rrooooooooooi
ooooooooooooo
The S. E. Pelphrey saw and planing
mill at Alamogordo. Is at work upon
a contract awarded Peliphrey by the
El Paso & iSouthwestern Railway
company, for Hhe contraction of a
etctnpa-nhospital and office buildings
In the coal camp of Dawson, in Colfax
county.
Railroad Contractor Fox. who 'built
he large bridge across the Pecos
river at Santa Rosa for the Rock Island railway, has !been given the contract of rebuilding all the pile bridges
on the Rock Island letween Santa
Rosa and Tucumcari. Concrete and
steel will be the material used.
John E. Mason, whose miother conducted a boarding house in this city,
and who wa on the police force for
a while here, met with a serious accident while coupling cars on the Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, a short
distance from t!he former city. His
hand was caught and so badlyirush-ethat amputation was necessary.
A

SANTA

1

FE TRAIN
NO. 10 WRECKED.

Engineer Pennington, of Las Vegas,
Scalded, but Not Seriously.
Santa Fe passenger train No. 10
was derailed about one mile east ol
Symonds, Colo., at 8:30 o'clock Tuesday night, ays the Optic. Engineer
Pennington, of Las Vegas, was pinned
under his engine, No. 1221, and his
right leg scalded. He was rescued,
and his injuries are not considered
serious. None of the passengers
were hurt. The rest of the train
crew also escaped.
The train was In charge of Conductor Gatchell. or Las Vegas, and was
running about thirty-fivor forty
miles tan hour when the accident occurred. The engine turned over on
one side. All of the cars were derailed with the exception of 'Frisco
special car No. 200. The track was
torn up for considerable distance.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, of Lan Vegas, was a passenger on the train. He
escaped uninjured.
v
The division wrecker and crew of
men left for Raton about midnight, to
lie available in case of necessity. It
was hardly thought that the wrecker
wouia De require!, worn or clearing
the track was pushed vigorously and
the accident shortly remedied.
e

"JENNIE" WRITES
ABOUT

CLOUDCROFT.

Wife's Letters In Southwestern Booklet Title of Sacramento Resort.
"Cloudcroft, In Nature's Realm," the
much talked of booklet on the resort
aibove tie clouds, which has been in
course of preparation for some time
by the officials of the passenger department I f the El Paso & Southwestern, has just, come from the press.
The liookUt justifies everything that
ias been said of it. and is a marvel
or Beauty.
The book contains fourteen ijiages.
including covers, and contains as the
"plot" a letter written from "Jennie"
U "Walter," her husband.
Jennie arrives at th lodge and sends a telegram to Walter in Mew Orleans, informing him that she arrived safely
and had not idea tie place wan so
beautiful. Then after enjoying the
wenery and the sunrise and sunset,
she writa him a letter, which is
in lithograph.
When the husband finishes reading
the le.uer, he is so impressed with the
1lac that "he packs up his grips and
wires Jennie that he will leave for
Cloudcroft at once.
Viwvs
between Alamogordo and
Cloudcroft, showing the beauty of
scenery,
the mountains and stately
the
lilnes. make the book extremely at
tractive. All of the photographs were
made by the Humphries Photo company and the oner wiw designed by
them. A supply of the booklets will
be received in a few days from IVn-ver- .
where the lithographing was
done and will be circulated all overt
the southwest during the summer.
HE

went broke it was all right, but if
won, I wanted the whole nte
.
...
ii. , iraio a gambling
fiMtuen
bouse one
night, waJked to the roulette table,
auu pui. t iv Din on tne No. 17, ex
pecting, of course, to lose. The ball
dropped in the No. 17 division, hut 1
let the money remain on No. 17. Seventeen came a 6econd time, but still
I refused 10 pull my money down. It
came a third time, when I got cold
leet and cashed in.'
"How much did you win?" I asked
him.
"'Oh, I don't rememlier. exactly,
he replied, "but I came near breaking
the bank.'
"I grabbed a pencil and a piece ct
paper, and figured out that our friend
nad won $5,925,000, but ft was not
until I showed him the figures, that
he hedged."
WAR ON WOMEN
SALOON

MERCHANT

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY SAYS
HE WILL PUT THE LID DOWN
ON CITY OF YUMA.
The Women's clmb of Yuma, Ariz.,
is making a crusade against the saloons of that city that have In their
employ women. FVir some months
past they have been seeking assistance in (heir fight from the city and
the county authorities, Lut they have
become discouraged in not receiving
the aid anticipated, and they appeal
ed to united States Attorney J. L. B.
Alexander. On the occasion of his
last visit to Yuma, says the Phoenix!
Republican,
cave out an Intonate
warning the owners of the saloons
against continuing the practice, and
it h? said that several (of them at once
arranged for the removal of lho
en from their places of business.
mere are sini, however, several
saloons continuing the practice, and it
is likely- - that before tho
present week he will again visit
Yuma and tegm action against those
who are still continuing the practice
Prosecution will be made of the
owners of the saiiona under ihst
eral statute providing for the punishment of anv nerson whn V.ntorj inn'
a conspiracy with a second person to
commit a crime, in case a conviction
is secured the penalty provides for a
fine of not. more than $10,000, and
imprisonment in a Jail for a perioo
not to exceed two years. The interview given the Yuma Enterprise by
mi. Aiejtanaer. and which "ha
Unn
ed. follows:
.
"Yuma has irnt tr, da m.
Tbe open and brazen running of!
houses of prostitution on your main
wueru every person on
way'
to and from the trains must the
pass in
full view, has got to be stopped and
right away."
Thus spoke District Attorney J L.
B. AJexander, to a .business
man from
Ynmas in a conversation which took'
place a few days since in th
juvy Kil

CHEERFUL LIAR.
' t.aid the truth
fill man, "1 ran across one the other
day who deserved
the prine. The
convt rsati n (haa lurued un gambling,
and as usual, every nian hail some
f
lory
wonderful li.'K. The 'ne
Modern Ananias butted m.
" it was iu El Puao,
years
ago,' lie tald. i was young in ihone
lays, and gambled quite a
if I
(.f

U. Schwentker.
Manager Pacific
Mutual Lite Insurance Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir I am instructed to advise
yott that the company's vanlts in San
Francisco have been opened, and also
he vault containing the securities,
and all records and securities ar
found to be absolutely intact and uninjured. Yours very truly,
(Signet.
A. W. MORGAN.
Assistant Secretary.

e.,n,.

..

Fort Bayard, N. M., May 18. 190fl
Sealed proposals In triplicate for fur
niching material and constructing
addition to Ambulant Patient
Mess
here, will be received until 11 a. m
4.
June
1906. and then opened. Information furnished on
rmllcatlnm
U. S. reserves the right to accept or
reject any or all proposals or any
part thereof. Envelopes containing
proposals Bhould be endorsed, "Proposals for Addition to Ambulant Patients' Mess," and addressed o Capt
S. P. Vestal, Qmr.
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TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
avenue, CLOSE TO POST
OFFICE.

Both Phones

Third and MarquctU

FIGURE ONWITH US
Mowers, Rakes, Wheat BInfcrs,
Hay Presses & Farm Macfelny

Moving, pack-

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There is no other
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 ftnnth Wlt

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE.

OILS. VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
onab'e.
SnHHIaa
Leather.
Harness.
ion
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
uusiers, vvnips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto
Roof
Paint; lasts five years and
Proprietor.
stops leans,
paid lor Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

.lry Rooms.

Prces Very

Rea

HsT- -

i'TTTTrr.

tea

THIRD STREET

WE FILL

Meat Market

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE,
o

At Consistent
Prices

j

ATIE 13

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

Wootton

BLOCK'S

J

J.

Most

B. BLOCK.

Jemez Hot SDrinaa.

04

Neuu

Mi--

Agents, Albuquerque.

West Railroad Avenue

sold for

O

O

O

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

..

1

w

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.,
18 West Gold Ave.
Albuquerque'

exclusive Optician

err SMI

"UP

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

m

lMw-

MELINI & EAKIN

Fines! Whiskies

REFORM - BIFOCULS

1

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

n

eomblnod naar and dlnant
1.
solid form. Nothing to bromk apart or Intorforo with tho tlaht

i

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Proprietor

oooooo
The St. Elmo

120

HOTEL.
house at the Springs.

PIO NBC
SIMON

199.

seventy-liv- e

AND

Ranches

General Repair Shop.

Furniture packed and crated; gasa

lino and gas stoves retired.
Next to Walton's drug store, South
Third street.

0

217

O

Lucero

UP TO DATE SIGNS
208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

A. E. WALKER,
rime

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Buildlnir
tlon. Office at 217 West Ttnnraat
avenue.

19 A Of

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
na cigars, rjaee your orders for
this line with us.
213-21-

7", Am

14 Bl IB a, aiMr

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
South First Street, Albuquerque.
A.

BSTATX-LOANS-

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BuUdbag.

STRONQ BLOCK.

207

TOTI

3ft.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL

0. W. Strong's Sons

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.

Farms

and

....

leet

L. H. SHOEMAKER

BAKERY

RENTALS

Correspondence 8ollcltd.
123 S. Third gL,
ALBUQUERQUE
N.

A. D. JOHNSON

BALLING,

Myer,

&

Real Estate

12-fo-

first-clas- s

j

OOCOCOCOCOCOCXX)

If VOU think thjtt a wind.
mill will not furnish you
with water, take a look
at my residence, at 612
South B nod way, and also
the two houses at the corner of Coal avenue and
Arnold street. They are
all supplied by a
mill, pumping the water

Bottled In Bond.

IOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.

N. M.

Thos. F. Keleher

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Sore Nipples.
Steam Sausage Factory.
cure may be effected by applying Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., and
Return. Tickets on sals June
Chamberlain's Salve as soon a the
EMIL KLEINWORT.
1, 2, 3 and 4.
child Is done nursing. Wipe it off
Rate
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
with a soft cloth before allowing the
$63 05
child to nurse. Many trained nurses
use this salve with the best results. Call at Ticket Office for full
Price 25 cents per box. Sold by all
THE CELEBRATED
druggists.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

W. L. Trimble & Co.,

& CO.

PAINTS,

ATTENTION!

Only

IkaftUn,

rroi

SCREEN DOORS

011-vt- K

A

Light rig leaves city for the springs
every Monday and Wednesday.
Four-hors- e
stage leaves city every
Friday through in one day. Only
line with change of stock en route.

fSSvll

Gt ngfal Bqtfcftag Supplies

GOOD

1

A

CasUngs; Or, Coal and Lumber Cart;
B'bbU MeU,; Co,ulnn, nd ,ron

P1RPPT
rifDIU'
XHORNTOH Thm Clomncr
Cleana everything.
He Is tho

.;

ri TIIE'BKA

Foundry and Machine Works

STFiM

ma

IM

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

ELITE CAFE

Man.

.

A

" cf Mining mnd Mill Mmthlnmry m mpmclmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albsasereta. H M

SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE C?ITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Furniture

i-

111

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
net

LIVERY,

Grand Central Hotel

...

,
In- tho hanHd
Ollr ronalr
Ahnn
i iu-"
iiutvi --- i.m.
. mini - is equipped wttft
v
atwt hnnaa fnt "u,"
grane
nignoHi
or
repairing, np
,
hni
r
n 111 j nue, n n ljaijniinjr. - innir im vrilA
nll
tvi .n van.

All tiff

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Knightsof Columbus

Superintendents
Fairvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

M.
and

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

Groceries,

N. Second EL. Both Phones.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

ILn 3E

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISED
Cigars and Tobacco,

All Klnda nf Freak Mail..

300 North Broadway,

corner of Waatt-ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. jf.

w
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The Fttttife Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belcn Cut-o- ff
p. cawte
of The Atrhixn.
Fe Railwav
38l6n
81 m"eS
LiD6 f
F6
easfand west from Chicago.
an.as
Tualveston and points east to SanM Francisco,
Los SrtS
Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Tri

8tem-leadi- nB

VJW"
IM

WW!

iranti.

LL

J

rtpo xmprovemcnt Company Uwn the Belcn Townsite

ul.tlon" or l.WO
churches. Commercial club: a
Inh.b.tanU; "l.rgt'mSanti
etc. Beleo i. the largest .hipping point for wool, flour,
wheat. wfB
an(1

r8T

Z

estbllshm

Ci'

ln Central

'v ?

"

.Mexico.

Public park and grand o.d
.1

U"

milU

CPtCl"'

Importance an a great
commercial raiirr,.-

.had. tree.; pbll. school .on... eo.,dally: Ure
tkr"
...
v
,u
ih- - ucai
cUODl V9 BlumilM.
-

Wre"
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE
THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

The Belen Town and

JOHN BECKER, President::

seza.

150

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA
FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE
THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
CeDter 0t
C',y'
frfled' (mlDy 0t tbem
cuniv.tloB):no
T
,,nd or iVel We need a 0rt-cla- .t
b.kery. tailor .nop. .ho bouie. jew-le- r,
.tars, b.rnee. .bop, He. etc. Alio a Br.t-cla.- s
plumbing s.o. laatr3 mill.
modem hotel

liart-.-

I

.

Albuquerque

..

TZ

.

rADUCD
At?
ww.i-ss.rwr

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
Mv merchant tailoring thnn ia tin- - Large.
StairS over No. 209 West Railroad ave-- i
nue, where I solicit the natronmro of1
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits mxtn
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not'
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walkine sklrU made!
to order. Give me a trial.

f. I

f

WITH EVERY VEHI
CLE WE SELL.
Any part falUnjt hfi
means of defectxv
material or wot1um-- (
wp will be made rood
witbout expense to tho
owner,. Irrespective at.
w service. TMm ,

m6.

2R,

h--

,.--

This Siron?!

F.

TAILORING

A

"Shaking

Los Angeles, Cal., May

O. BAMBINI.

HABITUES

7"!

Guarantee

Postoffice Established.
postoffice has been established

WAS

CERTAINLY

r-T-

lna

STREET

TO

1 x

MATTERS

at
a
Ijinde, Roosevelt county. John C.
Light has been apointed postmaster.
Postmasters'
Commissioned.
The following postmasters
were
thj
commissioned
week: Herbert H.
Kay to be postmaster at
I a
Luis,
Otero countv. to nirrnvl K s Surift
resigned;
William C. Reynolds, reappointed postmaster
at Mesilla.
Ana countv.
Distribution of Seeds In New Mexico.
The btrreau of liumiirratlim tnrlnir
April and Mn diBtrlhinted i.nnn mirk- ages of vegetable seeds, 20U package
or choice flower seeds, obtained from
tho botanical gardens in the notional
capital, and several hnndred pounds
of Ihirham wheat and sugar bee
seeds In various necUonB of the territory. This at the request of Delegate W. H. Andrews, who sent he
sends 1o the bureau. Many letters of
acknowledgment
expressing
thanks
were received by the bureau.
Article of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorporation have been fllnl in h
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
iuo AxiruBourg
nrramld railroad.
IncoTporatora are Henry E. Hoffman,
of Cictor, Colo.; Jamea I
Wells.
William H. Small. Thomas A T .fetor
and Josciph A. Leahy, of Lordsburg.
The capital etock of the company is
tiO,0u0 divided into 6,,oO shares of
the par value of $10 each; $11,000 has
been paid into the treasury. The principal office i fixed at Irdsburg and
Jamea I. Wells is named as acent
The term of existence Is fifty years
and the company is Incorporated for
the purpose of constructing:, maintain
ing and operatine a railroad for the
carrying of passengers and freight.

a
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Call and see it or write
for particulars.

THiS CHANGE

t i'1i'''r'""rg'

f

UprUhlUnlt
Vertical File

BOTH PHONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AXD SOUTH SECOND

c

the Punt a Rita hotel In Turson.
"If the authorities whose duties I:
is to enforce tJie Inw." he rnntlnued,
thp matter up, 1 will.
"will njIf this matter Isn't attended to at
once, I'm coming dirwn there
ome
time n the 3 a. m. train
a hunch
of United States marshals, and arrest
every woman and man found In these
nouses, ami iney win all ! prosoeut-- !
ed under th- - United States law. and
'sent on the hill.' no matter how re--1
spxtalle any of them may
-t

1T. D.
Emmons.
H

EVENING CITIZEX.

ALBCQUEHQUE

MiLj.JW

Mrsertom

HtUfl!

DEEDS

imnrni&mn Gomonn
m

WM. M. BERQER, Secretary
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JU)&MZjr
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M
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springs are becoming a very popular

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
place. More than a score of Albuquerque people are sojourning there
The undersigned
to
is prepared
at present, many of them with the In- make trips to and from
the celelrat-etention of spending the entire sumJEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any inmer. Mrs. Neher was aewmpanled by formation desired
can be secured
Mrs. Fred Hurler and children.
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
NO PLACE FOR
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

I

d

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

5

,

Fair tonight and Friday.

Oxfords
at a Moderate Price
Hio:h Grade

ARRIVAL

The following was the 4 o'clock report of the .arrival of Santa Fe passenger trains:
Na. 1 ReKrted hi arrive at 9:30
All other trains reported on time.

This Is an exact reproduction of our
style 250 Soft Kid, Low Shoes, with
extension soles. They are made on a
last, that gives plenty of room across
the ball and prevent cramping;
whllo the sung fit over the Instep and
around the ankle keeps the foit from
slipping up and down.
They have military heels, patent
leather tips, and come In either Mack
or brown.

SEWED

McKAY
HAND

is
Mrs. Oscar Goebel of Helen
spending the day In the city vlsi'lng
and) shopping.
E. J. Wilson, city salesman for the
Armour Packing company, left this
morning for Chicago, tvlieru he is
called on business.
Percy E. Barbour of the Navaho
Gold Mining company, operating in
the Cochitl district, is In the city on
one of his periodical trips.
M. I Stern, of the firm of Stern,
Sohluss & Co., returned today from
Denver, where he was galled a few
daya ago by the doaith of a sister.
The interior of A. J. Maloy's grocery atore is being treated to a new
coat of paint, and other Improvements.
The store counters have been refaced
and varnished.
Charles Palmer of Vlncennes, Ind..
who came here a few months ago, has
concluded to remain, and has sent
for Ills household goods. Mr. and Mrs.
Palmer are located at 110 East Coal
avenue.
Mrs. F. K. Trotter, who has been
at Long Beach, Cat., on a visit to Mr.
and Mrs. William Bell, will return to
the city Itontght or tomorrow morning. Mr. Bell is now asaoclated with
H. S. Muntion in the fruit buainetw
at liOng Beach.
f bore will be no special meeting of
the city council, as reported, but the
franchise matter for a line on the
Highlands will come up for action at
the regular meeting of the council
next Monday night.
The Winslow Mail nays: Miss Henrietta Dye of Albuquerque arrrived
and will keep house for her father,
Thomas Dye, who is taking Mr.
Greaves' place in the establishment of
Greaves & Dye, during his absence.
Steel rails and ties are now strewn
along the entire extension of the
Traction company, from the corner of
Second street and Railroad avenue to
New York avenue, thence to Twelfth
street and north to the lumlwr mills.
Work, it is understood, will now be
pushed rapidly.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Scheck of 423 North
Fifth Mtreet, expect to leave tomorrow
morning for a visit to Mr. Scheck's
parents at Maacoutah, Ills. After a
short visit at Mascoutah, they go to
Ear Ron, Kas., the borne of Mrs.
Scheck'a parents. They expect to be
absent from the city about a month.
J. F. Silva, school superintendent
and deputy collector and treasurer of
Sandoval county,, is In the city today.
and this morning deposited $6,740.34
ot Sandoval county funds in Ithe bank
here. Mr.( Suva is preparing to move
from Bernalillo, back to his country
home at Los Corralles, the season for
collecting taxes being about over.
Mrs. T- - ES. Wlheeler, who has been
keeping bouse here for bar brother,
Conductor Jack Mulhern on the run
between (his city and La Junta, expects (o eava in a. few daya (or Chicago, where she will visit relatives
and friends for few weeks. Another
Conductor' Tim .MuThem on
firother, between
Winslow anj Sellg- tnan out weet, la here enjoying a Jay
pff pf a few flays.
or local TypoTme memirsriip
graphical union No. 304 have been advised that Thomas D. Fennessy, of
Los Angeles, a well known printer
throughout the western country, has
been elected a trustee or the national
printers' home at Colorado Springs,
Colo. When cards were sent out recently soliciting votes, every printer
in Albuquerque, so it Is understood,
cast his vote for Fennessy.
J am os D. May, who sticks by the
Cochitl ruining district as close as a
tick to a cat's ear, returned to the
city last night and today is busily en
gaged telling the local mine owners
of the district the many good things
in store for the camp in the near fu
ture. He says the Navaho company
will soon begin work on contemplated
improvements and the company hopes
to have its tramway project in oper
ation in a few months.
S. O. Adams of the wool commls
slon firm of Brown & Adams, Boston,
left this morning east bound, after a
short visit to A. Vandewart, his local
agenit Mr. Adams was here for the
purpose of studying the wool market
from buyers' point of view. He saia
that raisers are holding their wool too
high. The prices being asked by the
sheepmen is so exorbitant that it is
out of the question for the middle
man to 'handle it at a profit.
Mrs. George Noher and two sons,
Frank and George, left this morning
for the Jemez hot 6prlng3. where tney
will Join Mr. Neher, who is spending a
few weeks recreating In the coolness
The hot
of the Jemez mountains.

$2.25

WELT

$2.75

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are aure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This la because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Not. 118 and 120 South Second

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynar d Co.
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

8EC0ND 8TREET.

THE SODA THIRST
It has

come and we were never
to entertain it. Treat
able
better

-

your throat

'

pur fountain.

a.

NEW- -

O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL CHERRY SISTERS
AMERICAN BEAUTY

J.

H.

O

Barnstt Building

Druggists

RIELLY CO ,

CEMENT, - SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

LUMBER,

-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

PFRITT

-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Diamond" Palace
RAILROAD AVE.

Diamond!, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
119

Wett Cold

!

OF TRAINS.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

132

S. Second

CHARACTERS

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka U the only lime
Tin- manr.fr of running the Trac- sold here that will not pop, crack or
tion Park theater has been changed, blister in the wall. See that it Is
and will be run as It was last summer. specified In your contract.
HAHN A CO.
No objectionable
characters will bp
Tae theater will be
allowed Inside.
Bpnnos
Whitcomb
DeligTitful turn-me- r
run for the pleasure of our patrons
resort, Is now open to the puband will be a fit place for ladies and
lic. Good rooms, good meals, everychildren at all times.
clean and nice. Bring your
The Ilerger-GrosSf.ck company thing
will put on the farce comedy, "Char- families and come out and tee us.
ley's Aunt." the remainder of the Mr. and Mrt. Thompson.
A
week.
free matinee race,
at 3:30 o'clock i.unday afternoon; also vaudeville matinee at
2 o'clock p. m.
FUNERALS

The funt-raservices over t lie remains of Mrs. Belle Kaufman, wife
of B. D. Kaufman, who died at her
residence ion North Walter street,
took place yesterday afternoon from
the family residence at 2:30 o'clock,
Interment In Fairview cemetery. Deceased leaves a husband, an employe
of the Standard Oil company at Toledo, Ohio, and three children,
to
mourn her death.
Grand .benefit ball by the John A.
Ixgan Circle No. 1, Ladles of the G.
A. R., at Elks' ball room Wednesday,
June 6, at 9 o'clock. Admission, $1.
ScotU's orch'stra.

y

j
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l $4oOO

HEN you look at WALKOVER SHOES

you are at once impressed with their excellent style and character. When you put them
on your feet you gain inside information that will
back up your first impression. After you have
worn them a while and know them thoroughly
inside and out you find yourself confirmed in the

WALKOVER HABIT.

ROSE PLANTS

TWO-YEA- R

TRY A PAIR

H. M. & S.

SUITS.....

.

.

.$15 TO

30.

$4.00 and $5.00 PER DOZEN

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue Clothier
Uha

IVES, im Florist

Tennis Oxfords, with rublxr soles
and black or white canvas uppers, for
men, women and children, 50c, 60c,
65c and 75c, at C. May's shoe store,
314 West Railroad avenue.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Clothing
The Golden
Rule
Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving

IST
and

Sunburst pin, set with pwarls
amall diamond in center. Return to Highland Pharmacy and receive reward.
WANTED Experienced cook. Small
family. Apply between 7 and 8
o'clock p. m. Mrs., J. A. Barnard, St.
Joseph Sanitarium.
SITUATION WANTED A capable
energetic young roan, with valuable
experience, seeks position;
office
'best of references. Light outdoor
work acceptable. Address, Millard,
Care Evening Citizen.

This picture shows an E. & W. 75c
shirt. Notice the curved arm holes,
the wide and roomy sleeves, the
low-cneckband at back to protect the skin from collar button.
All these are points of shirt-ma- k
ing not often seen in 75c shirts,
and mean comfort and service to
the wearer. To introduce them we
have placed them on sale for one
week at the special price of
ut

FIND

CHICKERING

THE

STORE

Wherever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents Chlcker- lng & Sons to bo the best place to
look for pianos of less expensive
grade.
The name Chlckertng is In itself
almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
Its advice as to the other maftes It
handles. In New Mexico the dick
ering is represented solely by
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
o
Ft. Bayard, N. M., May 28. 1906.
proposals
Sealed
in triplicate for
struction of Post Exchange building
Bowling
Alley
and
here, will te received untjl
a. m. .June 13, '1906,
and then Opened.
Information furnished on 'application. U. S. reserves
right to accept or reject: any or all
proposals or any part thereof. En
velopes containing
proposals snould
be endorsed "Proposals for Post Ex
change Building and Bowling Alley,
and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal,

in

il

QmV.

See the picnic baskets in the Mcin
tosh Hardware company's display
window.
HOLLY

BRAND,

SO

TAXES
ARE
WILL BECOME

JUNE

1.

NOW

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
?

S

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

AND
DELINQUENT ON
PAY THIS MONTH.
DUE.

FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete.
mcludlne
boiler and engine, for
roller
flour mill. Address, Martin Lehman,
Las Cruces, N. M.

each

There is just as muh style to men's
shirts as there is to women's shirt
waists. Note the fit of the young
man's shirt With E. &.W. a man
can leave oft his coat confident that
he will look presentable in the presence of any one.

The reason that we talk E. & W.
shirts is shown by the above Illustration. They are full in size and
They are so well
fit comfortably.
made; so stylish, and so good 'in
in every respect that the maker
puts his brand on them. He could
not afford to put his brand on them
If they were skimpy and cheap.
This brand Is for your safety. It
means that the shirt on welch it is
fnnrwl ta n nf nnlv trnA aa tn ilnt1i
quality but is made right,

Whitney Company

BEST IN THE LAND.
Creamery Butter, 25c per lb.
GRUNER
& SCHEELE, GROCERS,
Auto phone, 364.
Colo., Black 107.

ROLLER

.

35 CENTS DINNER,
REGULAR
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

WANTED,STORAGE,
stoves stored for the
summer.
J, W. MA8TERS.
118 Gold Avenue.
Vour heating

HOLLY

BRAND,

BEST IN THE LAND.
Creamery Butter, 25c per lb.
GRUNER
& SCHEELE, GROCERS,
Auto phone, 364.
Colo., Black 107.
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window acreens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings.
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
s,
from the cast, together with
for $1.25.
we make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

tt5. Ml

1X3,

401, 403 North First Street

Sooth First Sireet

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
coooccooo ooococo
-

S. T. VANN, 0.

D.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN IN

Eye Sight

NEW MEXICO.

Specialist
PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann'a drug store.

NEW MEXICO
OPTICAL BOARD.

trlm-mlnp-

turnrfiTiitTTttt
S

IVES, THE FLORIST.

'

$3o50

Don't envy the man wltn the new
spring eult get one, and know the
comfort of wearing It. Many will
come to us without any urging on our
part. Sometimes an old customer
drops out, experimenting,
but he
comes back again and tells us he likes
our clothing like the fit the style
the fabric the workmanship, and
our square-dea- l
prices. We're showing the styles of the hour, and nothing would afford us more pleasure
than to show tuem to you.

.

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

WALKOVER

i

Until June 1

Mcintosh hardware company
Successors to E. J. POST

a

THE HOME OF

m

It

UltttTKlITYTtTi
Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.
stri-.'ts-

.

It

W'.illlams has pruc tired his
Vegas fur the past
in

pro-r,'-i"- ii

s

"m.-.--

years.

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offloo
Transactions

Cuarantttd

ROSENFIELD'S,

1

18 W, R. R, Ave.i

& COMFANY

Sole Asents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
M

OO000O0DOOOO

See Display
.5ri-

Oltice over Mandell'a on Railroad
avi'inii' between First and Second
Hours from 8 to 12 a. ni 1:30
"
p. in.

M

in

-

f

-

-

5

Iff
$5

OurWindow

f

Coinf&rtmeni

j,

occoooococoo
215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

